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Abstract
Demands for shorter lead times and smaller order quantities, a greater emphasis on sustainable sourcing,
and better management of supply chain risks are challenges Li & Fung is addressing by reshaping its
relationship with its vendor base. The current work seeks to develop a data-driven approach for vendor
base rationalization and vendor engagement as part of a larger initiative within the company to move from
transactional vendor relationships to ones of greater collaboration and support. The primary contribution
of this project is to provide Li & Fung with a rationalization and engagement methodology that leverages
vendor performance and capability data collected by Li & Fung, as well as the author's own on-site
observations of vendors, to address three main topic areas: vendor evaluation, vendor selection, and
vendor engagement.

1. Vendor evaluation addresses the question of how Li & Fung measures the performance of vendors.
This is an important aspect of vendor rationalization because the performance parameters used to
evaluate the vendors are the behaviors that are promoted. A balanced scorecard taking into account
a variety of performance considerations is presented as the tool to evaluate vendor performance.

2. Vendor selection addresses the question of how Li & Fung decides which vendors to continue to
do business with and to what extent. These are essential questions to answer because the strength
of the supply chain depends on the strength of the links in that chain. Two data streams providing
a holistic picture of a vendor's historical performance, production capacity, production capabilities,
and engagement level are used to select the right mix of vendors fit for the business's needs.

3. Vendor engagement addresses the question of how to build vendor relationships in a way that
provides mutual incentive and benefits in improving performance and profitability over time.
Presented as the foundation for this relationship is a vendor engagement package, which includes
an objective set of performance data to monitor the vendor over time. It is through this vendor
engagement package that Li & Fung exercises its influence to commit vendors to improvement
plans aligned with business goals.

The short-term accomplishment of the work was to successfully implement the rationalization methodology
on a pilot product category within an operating group to reduce the vendor base from 39 to 19 and to identify
three vendors for strategic partnerships. The long-term accomplishment of the work was to provide a robust
vendor rationalization and engagement methodology that can be improved upon over time and applied
across the remainder of the product categories within the operating group.
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1 Introduction

This introductory section describes the project motivation and challenge being addressed, the

project outcomes that address that challenge, and an overview of the document to help the reader

understand the progression of the information presented.

1.1 Project Motivation and Challenge Addressed

Li & Fung finds itself today at the crossroads of a rapidly shifting consumer goods sourcing

industry, where greater pressure - and in some cases entirely new pressure - is being exerted on

its extensive network of over 15,000 vendors. These pressures include reduced order quantities

with shorter lead times to satisfy quickly changing consumer preferences, wage inflation pushing

factories out of areas that in the past several decades have been the major centers for consumer

goods manufacturing, and socio-political and monetary instability in emerging countries. Of

particular importance is the pressure to improve compliance and sustainability standards, which is

a pressure that Li & Fung in recent years has taken a deep interest in helping its vendors manage.

All of these pressures to improve performance in a challenging competitive environment come at

a time when many vendors' profit margins are shrinking.

Understanding the fragility of its vendor base and the threat this poses to remaining a leading

global supply chain management company, Li & Fung has taken steps to help support its vendors

through the establishment of a new organization, Vendor Support Services. It has also sought to

partner with external talent and experiment with innovative business ideas in the Fung Academy.

One such partnership is with the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Leaders for Global

Operations program, the overarching vision of which is to identify opportunities and implement

strategies for better supply chain management using data analytics. Being at the center of a

massive network, with hundreds of brands on one side and thousands of suppliers on the other, Li

& Fung is in possession of a wealth of valuable data that spans the entire supply chain, from raw

goods sourcing to point of sale to the end consumer. Thus, there is great interest at Li & Fung to

use this data to enhance and change the way it does business.

The current work describes how this data was used in the company's beauty products division to

establish and implement a vendor rationalization and engagement methodology as part of a larger

strategic vendor management initiative. The purpose of the strategic vendor management initiative
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is to transform how vendor relationships are managed. In the past, these vendor relationships have

been transactional, which in today's highly-competitive environment with its numerous pressures

described previously, is not conducive to putting the division in a position of credibility or

influence with the vendor to support them in improving their performance. What is needed are

vendor relationships with greater trust, greater collaboration, and greater support to help vendors

succeed in a challenging environment, with the driving thought being that a stronger, higher-

performing vendor base will allow the division to serve its customers better, thereby securing more

business which can then be awarded back to the vendors. Before such a strategy can be carried

out though, it is critical to identify which vendors should be a part of this new strategy, how these

vendors' performance will be measured, and how the relationship with these vendors will be

managed over time. These are the essential elements of the greater strategic vendor management

initiative that this work addresses.

1.2 Project Outcomes

The major outcomes of the project are:

" The creation of a balanced scorecard that uses a holistic set of performance metrics to rate

the performance of a vendor and benchmark it against other vendors of interest

" The establishment and implementation of a rationalization methodology that sets the

capacity and capability requirements of a vendor base, selects the vendors to meet those

requirements, and classifies the vendors based on their strategic importance

* The establishment and implementation of a vendor engagement methodology that provides

the framework for managing vendor relationships over time in an objective, data-driven

manner aligned with business strategy

1.3 Document Overview

Below is an overview of the document and a brief description of the contents of each section:

Section 2: Background and Context at Corporate Level

A history of Li & Fung is given in this section to provide the reader with an appreciation for how

adept the company has been over the past century at evolving with changing geopolitical and

economic circumstances. This section sets the stage for a brief discussion of the consequences of

one of the pivotal events in modem history - the announcement of China's Open Door Policy in
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1978 - and how Li & Fung's business model adapted to the globalization of production. With

decades of deflationary pressure on consumer goods now coming to an end because of the

development of coastal China and the attendant rise in wages, buyers are seeking alternatives

farther inland of China and other parts of the world where a sufficiently large pool of low-wage

labor can be found to keep manufacturing prices as low as they once were. This development is

reshaping Li & Fung's sourcing strategy.

Section 3: Background and Context at Operating Group Level

With the corporate and competitive environment context set, section three goes one step deeper in

detail by describing how an industrial accident came about as the result of compliance standards

being violated in order to cut costs. This accident served as the impetus for Li & Fung to recognize

the vulnerabilities it is exposed to as a result of deficiencies in its vendor base, and that the

company is in a unique position to be able to provide support services to its vendors. One of its

operating groups - LF Beauty (LFB) - began a strategic vendor management initiative to reshape

its vendor relationships and build the organizational structure that can deliver on those support

services. Having described the context in which the current work takes place, the document

transitions from background information to the author's development and implementation of a

vendor rationalization and engagement methodology.

Section 4: Vendor Performance and Capability Assessment

Section four is a self-contained section that begins with a literature review of vendor performance

and capability assessment methods, then details the development and implementation of a

performance and capability assessment tool, and ends with recommended future work. The

approach to develop this tool - the LFB balanced scorecard - was, through a literature review,

discussions with LFB employees, and factory visits, to understand what information is important

for providing a holistic picture of a vendor's performance and capabilities. Various uses of this

tool are discussed. Although this is a self-contained section, as a topic it links sequentially to the

next section and is used as the main tool to drive the vendor rationalization effort.

Section 5: Vendor Rationalization

Section five describes the development and implementation of the vendor rationalization

methodology. A literature review of vendor rationalization and selection methods provides

3
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information on how this topic has been considered in the past. The pilot vendor base on which the

rationalization methodology was implemented was for the Bags product category. In addition to

selecting the factories to fulfill the capacity and capability requirements to satisfy customer

demand, factories are classified based on their strategic importance to LFB. The section ends with

recommended future work to improve the rationalization methodology. As with the previous

section, this section is a self-contained section that builds upon the previous and informs the next.

Section 6: Vendor Engagement

Section six describes the development and implementation of the vendor engagement

methodology. The tool that is developed to manage vendor relationships over time is the Vendor

Engagement Package, which provides, among other pieces of information, detailed performance

data, sections that document performance deficiencies and improvement plans, and relevant

financial data. Outcomes from implementing the Vendor Engagement Package with one of the

vendors is discussed, followed by recommendations for improving the engagement process. The

end of this section marks the end of the technical aspects of the work, making it the logical point

at which to attempt to validate the work that has been described in sections four, five, and six.

Section 7: Case Study of Selected Vendors

Section seven ties the three preceding sections together by attempting to validate, from a

qualitative, observational perspective gained through on-site visits to vendors, the effectiveness of

the balanced scorecard in assessing vendor performance and the rationalization methodology in

selecting the appropriate vendors. Due to the relatively small sample of observations, this section

should be viewed as the beginning of the validation process and an example of how LFB should

be relating actual conditions at vendor sites to the performance picture that is conveyed by the

balanced scorecard, rather than a completed piece of work from which, at this time, generalizable

conclusions can be drawn. The validation process is critical because it grounds the balanced

scorecard and rationalization methodology in empirical evidence and allows for improvements to

be made to both where discrepancies between actual and assessed performance are observed.

Lastly, the first-hand account from the visits brings out in a more impactful way the very real

challenges that vendors face, their attitudes toward these challenges, and the untapped potential

for improving their operations.
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Section 8: Conclusions

Concluding remarks are given about the contribution of this work and the perspective in which it

should be viewed, given the context in which it was undertaken and the goals it attempted to fulfill.
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2 Background and Context at Corporate Level

2.1 Li & Fung: 109 Years of Trading1

Li & Fung Limited is a Hong Kong-based multinational trading company providing services in

product design, product development, sourcing, logistics, and distribution. The company was

founded in Guangzhou in 1906 by Li To-ming, a traditional Chinese merchant whose family

owned a porcelain shop, and Fung Pak-liu, a recent graduate of Hong Kong's Queen's College,

who had become fluent in the English language and had gained exposure to British social and

business norms. The alliance of Li and Fung combined the practical business experience of To-

ming with Pak-liu's understanding of how to manage an import and export business in an

environment dominated by British firms. The synergy of the two gave them a competitive

advantage that resulted in a thriving business.

From its founding until the mid-1930's, the company quickly expanded beyond its initial business

expertise of porcelain and antique wares. It soon began to trade in bamboo wares, jadestones,

ivory handicrafts, and China's most well-known export at the time - fireworks. The credibility of

Li & Fung as a trading house was recognized in a business almanac as being one of the 28 leading

import and export firms in Guangzhou, which was the point of departure for the 'Maritime Silk

Road'. It was during this period, too, when Pak-liu, at the behest of the Chinese government, was

asked to join the Panama-Pacific International Exposition in the United States, during which he

acquainted himself with American society and the country's economy. The relationships he

formed with American business men, many of whom were reluctant to trade with China through

British firms, were fostered thereafter with annual trips to the United States. It was through these

early engagements that the company established strong ties with the United States that continue to

the present day.

The mid-193 0's witnessed the outbreak of the Second Sino-Japanese War and with it disturbances

at the Guangzhou headquarters. Pak-liu relocated Li & Fung's core operations to Hong Kong,

which was relatively stable due to its status as a British colony, and sent his son Hon-chu to manage

' This section adapted from A Hundred Years ofLi & Fung: Supply Network Orchestrator for Asia

and Beyond by Bang-yan Feng (Feng, 2012).
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business there. By 1937, the Japanese invaded the Chinese mainland and had taken control of

Guangzhou by the following year. Understanding the danger of the situation, Pak-liu had moved

the company headquarters to Hong Kong. Five years later, in February 1942, Japan declared Hong

Kong as its occupied territory. The devastation of World War 11 left Li & Fung's properties in

ruins, and in 1945, just months before the unconditional surrender of the Japanese, Pak-liu passed

away.

Stability returned to Hong Kong in 1946, but due to uncertainty on the part of Li To-ming of

continuing a business relationship with the second-generation of Fung leadership, To-ming sold

his shares in the company, passing control over to the Fungs and ending the forty-year business

relationship. Because of Hong Kong's open economy and excellent port facilities - as well as

the large influx of workers from mainland China that provided low-cost labor - industrialists

throughout Asia flocked to the city to establish manufacturing facilities. From the post-war period

to the early 1970's, the business of Li & Fung rode the wave of an increasingly industrial Hong

Kong to expand the offering of products in which it traded. These products included plastic

flowers, toys, electronics, and most importantly, garments, which made up about half of Li &

Fung's exports in the 1960's. In fact, Hong Kong had become such a large producer of garments

that Britain issued the Lancashire Agreement in 1959 that required Hong Kong to voluntarily

restrict its garment exports to Britain. As Hong Kong became more industrialized, Li & Fung

sourced a greater and greater portion of its exports in Hong Kong, to the point where the number

of suppliers in the city numbered over one thousand.

The early 1970's witnessed a maturing of Hong Kong's financial institutions, as multiple stock

exchanges were established to meet the demands of Chinese firms seeking to raise capital. In April

1973, Li & Fung issued an initial public offering to become a public company. It was the brothers

Victor and William Fung, both of whom had Western educations and had recently returned home

to Hong Kong to assume the role of third generation leadership for the company, who were the

driving forces to take the company public. One of the motivations for this was to put the company

in a better position to attract more management talent. In order to continue the growth of the

business, the Fung brothers recognized that the company needed to modernize its management

practices to become more than just a traditional family business.

7
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By the mid- 1970's, Li & Fung began to expand its services beyond sourcing and exporting goods

by becoming involved in the front end of the production process - marketing and designing - as

well as inspecting, packaging, and transporting goods at the back end of the process. The Fung

brothers also took another significant step in developing the business by establishing the Li & Fung

Retailing Group in 1973, with the idea that the maturing economy in Hong Kong would cause it

to lose its export advantage, and it was therefore important to start competing in the retail market.

With the opening of China to foreign investment in the early 1980's, the industrial base of Hong

Kong began to rapidly move northward into China, making the retail market in Hong Kong all the

more important. In 1985, Li & Fung entered into a partnership with two other companies to open

its first Cricle K shop, a convenience store selling over 3,000 items, and by 1997 had increased its

shareholding of the convenience store chain to become the sole owner. During this time, Li &

Fung also entered into a joint partnership with Toys R Us to open stores initially in Hong Kong

and Taiwan. In the 1990's the Retailing Group expanded its portfolio of business by acquiring

two companies that it eventually sold in the next decade.

From the arrival of Victor and William in the early 1970's until the mid-1990's, the company

expanded greatly from its origins as an import and export business to providing services

throughout the supply chain and entering the retail market. In 1995 it expanded in another

significant way by acquiring the British trading company Inchcape Buying Services, nearly

doubling the headcount at Li & Fung. The merger of the two largest trading companies in Hong

Kong set Li & Fung up to be a truly global company, since the acquisition gave Li & Fung the

access and network to serve Incheape's European customers. Before the acquisition, 84% of Li &

Fung's trading business was with the United States and 14% with Europe, after which it was closer

to 60% and 40%, respectively. Additionally, turnover increased by 50% after the first year of the

acquisition.

After integrating Inchcape into its operations, Li & Fung sought more acquisition opportunities to

continue to grow its capabilities and customer base. In 1999, Li & Fung acquired two business

from the British conglomerate Swire Group: Swire & Maclaine Limited and Camberley

Enterprises Limited. The significance of the acquisition of Swire & Maclaine was that it was the

largest competitor to Li & Fung, and by acquiring both Inchcape and Swire & Maclaine within a

five-year period, Li & Fung had become one of the dominant sourcing and supply chain

8



management firms in the world. The significance of the Camberley acquisition was that Li & Fung

was able to learn Camberley's 'virtual manufacturing' expertise as another service to offer its

customers. 'Virtual manufacturing' is a model Camberley used to provide design and development

services for product samples, in addition to carrying out the sourcing function. This acquisition

paved the path for Li & Fung to become a true product supplier rather than just a supplying agent.

Finally, in late 2000, Li & Fung acquired another major rival, Colby. Through the acquisition of

Swire & Maclaine, Camberly, and Colby, Li & Fung had grown to over 5,000 employees with a

global sourcing network to 68 offices in 40 countries, making it one of the largest sourcing and

trading companies in the world.

With a finnly established global sourcing network and customer base, Li & Fung changed its

acquisition strategy in 2004 to include smaller companies that would enable the company to move

into new business areas and expand its product mix, acquire new technologies, and enhance its

existing capabilities. The goal was to acquire three to five smaller-sized trading companies each

year. Examples of acquisitions under this new strategy include CGroup, which allowed Li & Fung

for the first time to enter the beauty and cosmetics business, and Karstadt Quelle, the largest retailer

in Germany at the time, which strengthened Li & Fung's presence in Europe. Another aspect of

the acquisition strategy was to pursue the 'onshore strategy', which first began in the United Sates.

Under the 'onshore strategy', Li & Fung would acquire distributors and retailers in the United

States in order gain ownership of their proprietary brands, private labels, and licensing brands,

allowing the company to develop business in the United States. This 'onshore strategy' led to the

creation of LF USA to manage the business development of the licenses and brands. The 'onshore

strategy' was also later used in Europe and Asia to create LF Europe and LF Asia. The majority

of these licenses and brands were put under a new business called the Global Brands Group, which

was spun off in 2014 as a separate business listed on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange.

Throughout its 109-year history, Li & Fung has continually reinvented itself to meet evolving

business, social, and political challenges. In the past twenty years, the company has pioneered an

asset-light, network orchestration strategy in which it works with a supplier network of over 15,000

factories in 40 countries across the globe to bring high-volume, time-sensitive consumer goods to

the market (see Figure 1). In this network orchestration strategy, the total value created by the

supply chain is segmented into value-creating links that are distributed globally to those locations

9



that can perform the value-creation work most economically. LF's competitive advantage lies in

the strength and extensiveness of it's of its supplier network, which it leverages to create a

customized supply chain to best meet a customer's delivery, quality, and cost requirements at a

given point in time (see Figure 2).
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Figure 1: Li & Fung's Global Presence

(Our Global Network - Li & Fing Limited, 2015)
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Figure 2: The Li & Fung Supply Chain Management Model
(Fung Trading Services, 2015)

S LF Supplier Network: 15,000+

Customer Order - Fabric -+ Cutting -+ Sewing -+ Packaging and delivery

Figure 3: Li & Fung Supplier Network

(Fung, 2008)

To illustrate this concept, suppose BrandX wishes to place an order with Li & Fung to deliver a

shipment of backpacks. A representative of BrandX works with an Li & Fung merchandiser to

agree on the physical requirements of the backpack (material type, dimensions, quality level, etc.),

the number of units to be produced, when they will be shipped, and the price of the order. A

merchandiser then solicits quotes from numerous factories and selects which factory will produce

which parts of the backpack, which factory will perform the final assembly work, and will arrange

the logistics and distribution to deliver the order to the end customer by the agreed upon date.
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Figure 3, shows this distributed, decentralized, and asset-light production paradigm where Li &

Fung does not own any of the assets used in the production process, but rather acts as a network

orchestrator tying the production together.

2.2 The World's Factory: China's Economic Rise from 1979 - Present

An historical event that had a major impact on LF was China's Open Door Policy announced by

Deng Xiaoping in 1978, which resulted in four Special Economic Zones being established in 1980

as a means to modernize China by attracting foreign investment. The investment came largely in

the form of industrial and manufacturing facilities financed by multinational companies seeking

to cut costs by employing, at that time, a virtually inexhaustible supply of low-wage workers. The

first decade of the policy produced an average annual rate of trade expansion above 15 percent,

and brought China from the thirty-second to the thirteenth largest trade exporter by volume in the

world (Wei, 1995).

The full effects of China's Open Door Policy were felt a decade after its inception, as multinational

corporations began to figure out how to operate in the new business and cultural environment of

China. Figure 4 shows the sharp increase in foreign direct investment into China beginning in

1991, which only leveled off during the correction of the Dot Com Bubble before increasing again.

Interestingly, it was during the late 1980's when the term 'globalization' came into the popular

lexicon (Feder, 2006), after the publication of the essay The Globalization of Markets by Theodore

Levitt in 1983 (Levitt, 1983). He argued that the 'the globalization of markets is at hand. With

that, the multinational commercial world nears its end, and so does the multinational corporation.'

The global commercial world, and with that the global corporation, had arrived, due primarily to

the consequences of the China's opening to the world.
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Foreign Direct Investment: 1982-2000
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Figure 4: Foreign Direct Investments in China 1982-2000

The first two decades of China's Open Door Policy can be viewed not only as an investment in the

manufacturing capacity of China, but also as an investment on the part of corporate leadership in

learning how to operate global companies with supply chains spanning different languages,

different business and social cultures, and different political and regulatory constraints. China,

too, experimented with institutional and social reforms over this period to learn how to

accommodate and compete in the nascent globalized world. Thus, the ground work had been laid

for the next milestone event in China's economic history - acceptance into the World Trade

Organization on December 11, 2001. The significance of the event was reflected upon after a

decade of history in the organization by Chinese Premier Weil Jiabo, who said on the tenth

anniversary of the accession of China to the WTO: "China's I 0 th anniversary of its accession to

the WTO is a momentous event in China's opening up to the outside world. If we describe the

Canton Fair as a window China opened to the world, then the accession to the WTO can be seen

as a door China opened to the world. If we describe the Canton Fair as China extending a hand to

the world, then its WTO membership is its full embrace of this world" (China in the WTO: Past,

Present, and Future, 2011)

From acceptance into the WTO in 2001 to today, the growth of the Chinese economy has been

without historical precedent. Figures 5 and 6 show the dramatic growth in the overall Chinese

economy and the manufacturing sector in particular. Between 2000 and 2013, the Chinese
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economy experienced a growth rate of above eight percent for all but the last two years, and with
six of those years with double-digit growth rates. Perhaps most astonishing has been the increase

in the value-added manufacturing output since the signing of the WTO. China leaped from the
fourth largest manufacturing country to the first in about a decade, and since 2009, has grown the
gap between it and the United States by $1 trillion. In the years following the signing of the WTO,
China was beginning to popularly be called the 'World's Factory', and with the benefit of
hindsight, it can be seen how true that was.

Annual Growth Rate and GDP of Chinese Economy: 1990-2013
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Annual Value-Added Manufacturing: 1990-2013
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Figure 6: Annual Value-Added Manuficturing

However, the advantage that China enjoyed that attracted so much foreign investment and trade

since the beginning of China's Open Door Policy - an abundant supply of low-wage labor - began

to wane at the beginning of the new century as the inexorable outcome of the law of supply and

demand in the labor market began to be felt. The economically active population of China

increased from approximately 740 million to 793 million, a 7.2% increase, between the years of

2000 and 2013 (China Statistical Yearbook, 2014). This modest increase in the economically

active population was not able to offset the demand for Chinese workers sufficiently to keep wage

levels from rising. A key factor in the economically active population levelling off was fewer

younger workers entering the workforce because of the country's one-child policy. From 2000 to

about 2005, wage inflation in China, though noticeable, was not yet enough to cause a significant

shift in the view of China as being a low-cost producer.

Wage inflation accelerated in following years and became significant enough in the latter half of

the decade for China to begin to lose the advantage of being a low-cost consumer goods producing

country, as shown in the Figures 8 and 9. Many of the low-value, manually intensive industries

like the garment industry that had moved into China during its spectacular economic rise over the

preceding thirty years now began to relocate from the coastal and southern area of the country to
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surrounding neighboring countries, like Bangladesh, Vietnam, and Indonesia. In the Journal of

Economic Perspectives, 'the end of cheap Chinese labor' is declared (Li et al, 2012), bringing with

it disruption to world economic and cultural trends generally (Rein, 2012), and a change in

sourcing strategies to Li & Fung in particular.

Average Chinese Yearly Wages in Manufacturing:
1980-2014
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Figure 7: Average Chinese Year/v Wages in Manufituring 1980-2014
(China Average Yearly Wages in Manufacturing, 2015)
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2.3 Li & Fung's Sourcing Strategy from 1979- Present

Before the inception of China's Open Door Policy, Li & Fung sourced the vast majority of its

goods in Hong Kong, which had experienced tremendous growth and industrial development as a

major free trade region in Asia after the Second World War. After the creation of Special

Economic Zones, the signal was sent that gradually China's nearly one billion people at the time

- accounting for approximately twenty percent of the world's population - would become more

integrated into the world economy. Businesses, especially those with low-skill, manually-

intensive manufacturing operations, saw an opportunity to reduce costs by employing the abundant

pool of low-wage workers in China. The manufacturing for the garment industry in particular was

one which was well-suited for being shifted to China. Therefore, Hong Kong and the Western

world saw this industry and many others relocate to coastal China.

Li & Fung was in an advantageous position at this time, as it could act as an intermediary for

western brands that sought to have their goods produced in China but had no experience doing

business there. Li & Fung was able to develop an extensive network of suppliers that they could

tap into and act as the agent in China for the western brands. From the mid-1980's to the mid-

1990's, Li & Fung responded to this global economic shift by managing dispersed manufacturing.

As Victor Fung stated, 'Managing dispersed manufacturing was a real breakthrough. It forced us

to get smart about not only logistics and transportation, but also dissecting the value chain.

Managing dispersed manufacturing, where not everything is done under one roof, takes a real

change in mindset.. .And so we began what has turned into a constant search for new and better

sources of supply' (Feng, 2012). It was at this point in the company's history that it began to break

the supply chain down into its major value-creating segments and sourcing these where they could

be performed most efficiently. Although Li & Fung sourced from a number of countries, the

largest supplier was China.

From the mid-1990's onward, Li & Fung could rightly be termed a global supply chain manager,

where it provided end-to-end services, starting from product design support all the way to local

freight forwarding of the finished goods. But what has been one of the challenges that Li & Fung

has been addressing over the past several years is developing a 'beyond China' strategy. For thirty

years, China has been exerting a downward inflationary pressure on manufacturing wages and

consumer goods, but in the past several years, that trend has been reversing. Through a concerted
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government policy of wage inflation, steady industrial development, and the aspiration of younger

generations to work in service industries rather than factories, the cost of sourcing goods in China

is on the rise. However, there is no ready replacement for China as 'the world's factory'. Although

certain manufacturing industries are moving out of China to lower-wage countries, selecting the

location of production for consumer goods based primarily where the lowest wages are found is

not a viable long-term strategy, especially in light of heightened public and corporate awareness

of compliance and sustainability issues. Supply chain compliance and sustainability is an

emerging topic within supply chain management that seeks to improve the health, safety, and

working conditions of suppliers throughout the supply chain and reduce adverse environmental

impacts from raw material sourcing to delivery of the final product. Increasingly, supply chain

compliance and sustainability performance, which is typically of greatest concern in developing

countries where the lowest wages are found, is becoming more important in customer and supplier

relationships. Though, low wage countries often have human rights, labor, and environmental

standards meeting international standards, opportunity for improvement remains.

2.4 Tazreen and Rana Plaza: A Call for Sustainable Supply Chains

In 2013, Bangladesh was the world's second largest exporter of garments after China. The country

exports $19 billion worth of garments, which make up more than three quarters of Bangladesh's

export earnings. It is expected that this industry will grow rapidly over the next decade as the

rising labor costs in China reduce its cost-competitiveness in an industry driven largely by labor

costs (Alamgir et al, 2013). Bangladesh has been a particularly attractive country for the migration

of garment manufacturers from China, due to Bangladesh's large population and low wages.

Before the Tazreen and Rana Plaza incidents, the typical Bangladeshi worker could be

characterized as a young woman who migrated from a rural area to the capital city of Dhaka in

search of the economic opportunity brought about by the influx of garment factories. These young

women were willing to work for what amounted to some of the lowest wages in the world (Karim,

2014), because it was one of the few opportunities they had to make money in a country that had

nearly one-third of its population below the poverty line. The garment factories tended to have

adverse work conditions, with minimal or no workplace health and safety regulations, programs,

and practices. The garment industry in the country dealt with a vicious cycle of lax enforcement
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of labor, safety, and social standards, which combined with a focus on low-cost that created an

environment rife with risk.

On November 24, 2012, a Tazreen Fashion factory caught fire and killed over 100 workers, making

it the deadliest factory fire accident in the Bangladesh's history (Ahmed et al, 2012). Only a few

months later, on April 24, 2013, the Rana Plaza building in Dhaka collapsed. This is considered

the deadliest garment-factory accident in history, the cause of which is attributed to the building

being filled beyond rated capacity. The quick succession of devastating factory accidents in

Bangladesh became a watershed moment for not only the garment industry, but for all industries

employing low cost labor in developing countries. It became a focal point for concerned

consumers and for brands to think more deeply about the working conditions of those producing

their goods.

Sustainable supply chains has now became a major theme within Li & Fung. The traditional

approach to managing vendors in Li & Fung can generally be described as a transactional one, in

which merchandisers choose who to do business with based primarily on lowest-cost provider,

given that delivery and quality requirements can be met. The new factory relationship model calls

for a more collaborative, long-term, and improvement-oriented approach. Indeed, Fung Group

Chairman William Fung stated that, "We will treat our vendors as customers in their own right and

be the 'go to' partner for both customers and vendors in the global supply chain," signaling a

significant shift both culturally and operationally for Li & Fung.

Fung Group CEO Spencer Fung has stated that "We face rising expectations on all fronts-safety,

environment, social, working standards. Rana Plaza has brought many of these issues to the front

pages, but they have been developing for some time. And they are on the minds and in the

boardrooms of our major customers. We need better strategies to address these: to shift from

dealing with things as they come, to an integrated and holistic strategy where we create solutions

and build value for our customers in sustainable supply chain management. We need to help our

customers be sustainable in every dimension of their businesses" (Melvin et al, 2015).
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3 Background and Context at Operating Group Level

3.1 LF Beauty: End-to-End Service Provider in the Beauty Industry

LF Beauty is one of the primary operating groups within Li & Fung. The size of the operating

group makes it an ideal test bed for developing a new model of vendor management. It is small

enough to allow for quick implementation of new vendor management strategies to identify what

ideas have positive potential while limiting the impact of those that do not. It is also large enough

so that the learnings from trials can be applied more broadly throughout the company.

LF Beauty is the result of the merger and acquisition of 10 companies in the beauty industry over

the past ten years. Each of these businesses had expertise in a portion of the beauty industry, the

combination of which gives LF Beauty end-to-end service capabilities, from product design and

development to manufacturing, packaging, and distribution. Since each of the businesses

composing LF Beauty were until recently organized by the customers they served, with many units

operating with different habits, processes, and without the practice of information sharing across

the entire group, inefficiencies developed, and the businesses was unable to scale and perform to

potential.

3.2 Rapid Transformation: Creating One LF Beauty Culture

Recognizing the need to rethink the way the LF Beauty operated, a change initiative - termed

Rapid Transformation - was started in early 2014 that sought to address the organizational issues

and uniquely position LF Beauty within the beauty industry to better serve its customers. The

vision of this change initiative was to 'deliver value added services in terms of supply chain

management, product category expertise, compliance, innovation and design, underpinned by one

culture and strategic vendor management to achieve cost-competitiveness'. To realize this vision,

the Rapid Transformation focused on four areas:

1. Vendors - A way in which to better manage the vendor base was needed to answer the

questions:

o How does LF Beauty identify strategic versus transactional vendors?

o How does LF Beauty systematically manage vendors?

o What organizational structure and work processes are needed to build greater

leverage with vendors?
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2. Product Categories - Since LFB was organized by customer groups rather than by product

categories, it was difficult for the business to build up its product expertise to deliver

higher-quality, higher-value products. The organization needed to analyze and define

which product categories it wanted to build its expertise in and answer the following

questions:

o How does LF Beauty define product categories as core and non-core?

o How does LF Beauty build up product categories that will become strategic?

o How does LF Beauty develop product expertise in core categories?

3. Customers - Only 30% of LF Beauty's customers accounted for 93% of sales. The

organization needed to reassess which customers contributed to its profitability and

determine which to continue to do business with. A way to more effectively focus attention

on customers needed to answer the questions:

o How does LF Beauty rationalize its customer base?

o How does LF Beauty identify gaps in the services it provides to top customers?

4. People, Systems, and Processes - With the organization structured around customer

groups, where merchandisers handle multiple product categories, and with unclear roles

and responsibilities affecting collaboration between functional teams, a restructuring of

work processes needed to answer:

o How does LF Beauty allocate the right resources in the right categories to service

the right customers?

o How can collaboration within LF Beauty be improved?

o How does LF Beauty redefine roles and responsibilities across all functions to

create a sense of ownership in all processes and projects?
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Figure 9. LF Beauty Organizational Structure after the Rapid Transfbrmation

3.3 Vendor Management and Sustainability

The outcome of the Rapid Transformation specifically for the vendor focus area described in

Section 3.2 is the subject of the current work. The major outcome from this focus area was

identifying the need and providing the senior leadership support for the establishment of a Vendor

Management and Sustainability framework, in which LF Beauty invests time and effort in a select

number of vendors who partner with LF Beauty to deliver exceptional services, quality, and

compliance at a competitive cost. The key components of this framework would include

methodologies for:

1. Vendor rationalization

o Identify core vendors from non-core vendors

o Classify vendors within the base of core vendors based on their strategic importance

to LF Beauty

o Define a process for new vendor acceptance

o Define a process for exiting a factory from the core base

2. Risk Monitoring

o Identify supply chain risks, with an initial focus on vendor compliance and product

quality

o Provide the tools for understanding the root cause of the risks, so that corrective

actions and improvement plans can be implemented.

3. Vendor engagement
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o Define how LF Beauty engages the vendor for supporting improvement initiatives

and how that relationship is managed over time

o Define how involved LF Beauty becomes in vendor operations and the amount of

resources it devotes to supporting improvement initiatives

o Identify and cultivate the needed expertise within LF Beauty to be able to support

vendor improvement initiatives

4. Workflow Standardization

o Identify who is accountable for performing what functions in this new Vendor

Management and Sustainability model, and how these functions are to be

performed.

The scope of the current work covers two aspects of the Vendor Management and Sustainability

framework. First is the development of a vendor rationalization methodology to identify core

vendors from non-core vendors, as well as to select the subset of factories with which to form

strategic relationships. Second is the development of a vendor engagement methodology which

serves as basis for managing vendor relationships and expectations for performance improvement.

Before transitioning to the development and implementation of these methodologies, a brief

description of the framework in which the Vendor Management and Sustainability framework was

carried out in is provided, followed by a review of literature on the extended enterprise, which

grounds LF Beauty's new approach to vendor management in previous work on the topic.

3.3.1 Framework for Change: Rapid Transformation

The 90 Day Transfornation framework (see Figure 11) for organizational change was developed

by Benham Tabrizi through a decade of research at a variety of major multinational companies

across numerous industries, along with a panel of finance, management, and organizational change

experts. Based on a sample of fifty-six transformation efforts, the model identifies high-level

critical success factors as well as specific principles and tools used by those companies that

underwent successful transformative change. A key finding is that successful transformation

efforts are all-encompassing, integrative, fast, and have full commitment and buy-in throughout

the organization, particularly at top levels, while unsuccessful efforts lack at least one of these

factors (Tabrizi 2007). The 90 Days Transformation framework is based on these findings and

provides a means for fast-paced, large-scale organizational changes. It is used by LF Beauty in
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implementing its change initiatives and is the context in which the current project of establishing

a Vendor Management and Sustainability framework is carried out.

90 days transfirmalton efforl

30-W days 30 days 30 days 30 days 6-12 months

Pretransformation TraD Paving
tho fultr tho road

Figure 10: 90 Day Transf trmation Framework

3.3.2 Extending the Enterprise: Vendor Management and Sustainability

In his book Collaborative Advantage, Jeffrey Dyer identifies what accounted for Toyota's superior

performance compared to its competitors throughout the 1980's and 1990's. The conclusion is

that Toyota was the first company to generalize its Lean Manufacturing methodology beyond the

facility and company level to encompass its supplier network, to create the extended enterprise.

Greater collaboration between buyer and supplier creates competitive advantages for the firms

involved by enhancing trust and reducing transaction costs, by sharing knowledge of best practices

throughout the supplier network, and by faster and more effective responses to production issues

through improved communication (Dyer, 2000).

Thomas Stallkamp discusses the shortcomings of the traditional, firm-centric management

perspective and argues that a new management perspective - the extended enterprise - is better

suited for the realities of the modern business environment in which the barriers of distance,

communication, and technical expertise continue to be lowered. As the former president of

Chrysler, Stallkamp chronicles the efforts of the corporation to implement its extended enterprise

concept and provides a practical case study of the positive business impact of a collaborative

approach to working with suppliers. The approach was formalized as the Supplier Cost Reduction

Effort, in which Chrysler and its suppliers worked jointly on cost saving measures. Cost savings

associated with this effort over an eight-year period were S5.5 billion, giving support to what

Stallkamp described as 'one of the largest and most successful industrial collaborations Undertaken

at its time' (Stallkamp, 2005).

Jones and Womack in Seeing the Whole Value Stream provide a practical guide on how to improve

collaboration among firms across the whole value stream to realize significant improvements in
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product quality, reduced cycle times, and cost savings. They argue that throughout the decade of

the 2000's, instead of analyzing and improving existing value streams to increase value for

customers, companies searched globally for the lowest cost suppliers, while at the same time

seeking cost reductions from existing suppliers. Because of steady wage inflation throughout that

decade and into today, it has become more difficult to achieve cost reductions by finder ever lower-

cost suppliers. Many companies today now have complex, disconnected supply chains that have

extraordinary opportunity for improvement. Jones and Womack state that multi-function, multi-

company collaborative teams 'aligning the energies of many independent collaborative

contributors, is the next frontier for Lean Thinkers' (Jones & Womack, 2011).

At the root of the motivation for establishing a Vendor Management and Sustainability framework

is the desire by LF Beauty to mitigate against supply chain risks - be they compliance risks, quality

risks, or any other risk that may impact customer service - through longer-term, more collaborative

relationships with its vendor base. The literature on the extended enterprise describes that there is

great opportunity for buyers and vendors to improve on all dimensions of better serving the end

customer and achieving cost savings through greater collaboration. This is relevant to the current

work because LF Beauty seeks to improve its service and capabilities to its end customers by

strengthening its vendor base. The idea is that by committing to long-term strategic vendor

relationships and taking a stake in the improvement of these vendors, LF Beauty will have a higher-

performing vendor base that better serves the end customer. This in turn will result in an expansion

of business for LF Beauty, which allows it to place more orders with its vendors. Thus, a virtuous

cycle is created in which vendors improving their performance receive more orders from the

growing business volume of LF Beauty.

The preceding sections provide background information necessary to understand the motivation

for establishing a Vendor Management and Sustainability framework and the business context in

which it is being established. The remainder of the sections focus on the author's original

contributions to the establishment of this framework.
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4 Vendor Performance and Capability Assessment

Before rationalizing the vendor base, LF Beauty must develop criteria by which it will evaluate

the performance of its vendors. This section provides a literature review of vendor evaluation

criteria. Based on these evaluation criteria and the behaviors LF Beauty wishes to promote within

its vendor base, the LF Beauty balanced scorecard is presented as the tool to evaluate vendor

performance. Applications of the scorecard for different users is discussed, followed by

recommendations for future work on the scorecard for further improvement.

4.1 Literature Review: Vendor Evaluation Methods

An important initial step in implementing a vendor management strategy is to define the goals the

business wishes to achieve in working with its vendors. Once the goals have been determined, an

evaluation system to identify and monitor those vendors that best align with those goals needs to

be established. An effective evaluation method should promote the behaviors that align the

vendors with the business goals; therefore, it is critical that appropriate evaluation criteria are

selected.

In his comprehensive review of the purchasing literature in 1966, Dickson identified 23 factors he

found to be of most relevance to both academicians and practitioners for vendor evaluation

(Dickson, 1966). The top five factors were quality, delivery, performance history, warranties and

claims policies, and production facilities and capacity. As an update to this work in 1991, Weber

reviewed 74 articles that had been published in the intervening decades, with specific interest in

the impact the introduction of the just-in-time manufacturing concept had on vendor evaluation

criteria (Weber, 1991). The top five factors from this list are net price (number six in the Dickson

study), delivery, quality, production facilities and capacity, and geographical location (number

twenty in the Dickson study). The rise in importance of geographical location reflects the

increasingly global scale of sourcing operations between the time the two studies were published.

Since the Weber study, little has changed in the literature concerning top vendor evaluation criteria.

4.2 Current State of Vendor Performance and Capability Assessment

The following section details the current state of how LF Beauty assesses its vendor's performance

and capabilities.
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4.2.1 Vendor Performance Assessment

There is a vast amount of data currently collected by LF Beauty on vendor performance. This

includes, among other information, delivery data, quality data, compliance data, and business

volume data. Besides quality data, which is stored in a separate database, all of this information

is collected and stored in Li & Fung's central database. Although some of this information is

routinely used to monitor vendor perfonnance, much of it is largely untapped in being used on an

on-going basis to make better supply chain management decisions. Highlighted below are three

of the most critical gaps in the way in which vendor perfonnance is currently assessed:

1. Lacks holistic view of vendor performance - at the time of the project, there did not exist

a report which displays vendor performance across a set of metrics which together give an

overall sense of how well the vendor is performing. Most performance metrics of interest

are contained in the central database, but one has to extract the raw data for each

individually and, with considerable effort, refine that data to convey valuable information.

While compliance auditors understand how well a vendor performs on its compliance audit,

and a quality engineer understands how well a vendor performed on a Quality Management

System audit, there is little cross-functional interaction, and no one within LF Beauty can

provide a complete description of a vendor's performance across multiple parameters.

2. Data integrity - because some of the information in the central database is not routinely

used, there are some data integrity issues which would have otherwise been discovered and

corrected. Additionally, there is a lack of standardization in the way in which data is

tracked and used, which is largely the result of the customer group organizational structure

before the Rapid Transformation initiative. For example, vendor delivery data was tracked

in such a way as to make it unusable to determine the true on-time delivery performance

of the vendor. If a delivery date was changed beyond the scheduled ship date, the reason

for changing the delivery date was not tracked, so one could not determine whether it was

changed due to a vendor problem, or whether this came at the request of LF Beauty or the

customer.

3. Vendor cost-competitiveness - understanding the cost-competitiveness of a vendor and

gaining more transparency into the vendor's cost structure is of great interest to LF Beauty

merchandisers and business leaders. However, at the present time, there is not an effective,

objective measure of a vendor's cost-competitiveness over time. Cost-competitiveness is
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determined by how a vendor's quotation compares to others it is competing against on any

given quotation, but how that vendor typically compares over time and what the vendor's

cost structure is, is subjective and based on the experience of merchandisers.

4.2.2 Vendor Capability Assessment

Two aspects of a vendor's capability are assessed: manufacturing capability and testing capability.

Manufacturing capability refers to the types and quantity of machinery the vendor has, as well as

their product expertise. Testing capability refers to the types of product testing machinery the

vendor has. The vendor's capability is assessed through on-site visit to the vendor by product and

quality engineers, and through information provided by the vendor. The assessment consists

simply of documenting the types and quantity of manufacturing and testing capabilities. Currently,

two gaps exist in the way in which a vendor's capability is assessed:

1. Capability information not documented in central database - the vendor capability

information is not stored in LF Beauty's central database. The information is stored in a

spreadsheet and maintained by the product category leader. Data integrity concerns arise

when there is not a standard method of storing the vendor capability information, as there

would be if it was stored in the central database. Additionally, it is more difficult to access

this information if it is held by individuals rather than being available through the central

database. Finally, there is a risk of losing the data if it is stored locally on an individual's

computer.

2. No defined responsibility for updating capability assessments - the current capability

assessment process does not define who is responsible for updating capability assessments.

After the initial assessment is done, updates are done on an ad-hoc basis by LF Beauty

personnel (such as quality or product engineers) when they visit the factory to carry out

inspections. However, since no one is formally responsible for ensuring that the capability

assessments are up-to-date, there is no assurance that the capability assessments held by

the product category leader are accurate.

4.3 The LF Beauty Balanced Scorecard

The LF Beauty balanced scorecard is a strategic management tool that addresses the gaps

delineated in Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 allows the operating group to objectively measure and

monitor the performance of vendors according to four essential performance parameters:
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compliance, on-time delivery, quality, and cost-competitiveness (see Appendix A). The

performance parameters were selected based on a review of vendor evaluation criteria discussed

in the literature, considerations from senior management, as well as what could feasibly be

implemented in the short-term with the existing data tracking and data integrity constraints. The

weights of the performance parameters were chosen through deliberations by senior management

with the intention to reward vendor performance in a way that most accurately aligns with the

operating group's vendor management strategy. The performance measures and their weights are

displayed in Figure 12.

Overall Vendor Score

20%' 20% 25% 35%

Figure II. Balanced Scorecard Weighting Summary

4.3.1 Performance Parameter: Compliance

The compliance score accounts for twenty percent of the overall vendor score and is based on a

comprehensive audit protocol required for every factory in which Li & Fung places orders. Audits

are completed through an on-site inspection by a member of Li & Fung's Vendor Compliance and

Sustainability team, or in a small number of instances, by the factory itself through a Self-

Assessment Questionnaire. On-site audits are regarded with greater credibility and integrity than

a self-assessment audit, which is only used in specific circumstances. The audit protocol covers

the following areas:

" Basic Vendor Profile Information - Address, contact information, number of employees,

etc.

* General Requirements - Licensing and legal information

" Employment Practices - Voluntary labor and working age assessment, wages, working

hours, etc.

" Employee Treatment - Disciplinary practices, harassment/abuse

" Ethical Conduct - Corruption, bribery, fraudulent behavior
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* Environmental, Health and Safety (EHS) Practices - Employee health and safety,

compliance with environmental standards

* Security - Physical security of factory

* Sustainability (optional) - Energy usage and waste stream tracking

The compliance score awarded to the factory depends on the number and severity of violations

identified through the audit. The scores range from 'A' to 'F', each with an associated numerical

score ranging from 0 - 100% that is used for the Balanced Scorecard. The 'C' violation category

is separated into three scores: C+, C, and C. Because the majority of the LF Beauty vendors (85%)

have a 'C' audit score, the gradations of the 'C' score are used as a way to better differentiate the

compliance performance. If an adjusted scale is not introduced, a vendor that receives 12 'C'

violations is rated the same as a factory with 1 'C' violation, which provides an inaccurate

comparison among vendors. If a zero-tolerance violation is identified, such as employment of

underage labor, then not only does the vendor not receive a compliance score, but Li & Fung also

discontinues business with the vendor for a period of at least six months, after which time the

vendor is eligible for another compliance audit. Orders can be placed in the vendor only after

passing an audit without any zero-tolerance violations.

4.3.2 Performance Parameter: On-Time Delivery

The on-time delivery score accounts for twenty percent of the overall vendor score and is based

on the number of shipments that are delivered on or before the scheduled ship date over the past

year. For example, if a factory shipped 49 out of 50 of its deliveries on or before the scheduled

ship date over the past year, then the on-time delivery score would be:

number of shipments delivered on time 49
On-Time Delivery Score = - - - = 98%

total number of shipments 50

4.3.3 Performance Parameter: Quality

The quality score accounts for twenty-five percent of the overall vendor score and is based on two

equally weighted measures: the 1st inspection pass rate and the defect rate. The 1st inspection pass

rate gives an indication of the stability of the quality performance of a vendor over time, and is

calculated by dividing the total number of inspected lots that pass inspection by the total number

of lots inspected over the reporting period. Each lot is inspected by a quality engineer from LF

Beauty. The number of pieces randomly inspected in a lot is in accordance with ANSI/ASQ ZI.4.
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An acceptable quality level (AQL) is agreed upon between an LF Beauty merchandiser and the

customer and is used to determine the highest acceptable number and severity of defects. The

defect severity types are classified as follows:

" Minor - a defect not likely to reduce the usability of the unit for its intended purpose, can

be noticed only after careful examination, and may reduce salability. It is a workmanship

deviation from established standards but has little effect on the effective use or operation

of the unit.

" Major - a defect which renders the product unusable or results in damaging the product

such that the end user of the product would reject it.

" Critical - a defect that is likely to result in a hazardous or unsafe condition for an individual

using the product, or a defect that violates mandatory regulations.

As an example, if a lot has a sample size 1,800 and an AQL of 2.0, then up to 140 minor defects,

32 major, and 0 critical defects are allowed. If any of these limits are exceeded, then the lot is

rejected.

While the 1 st inspection pass rate gives an indication of the stability of the quality performance,

the defect rate gives insight into the average level of quality performance. The quality performance

of a factory could be stable, but it might be stable just at the threshold of the AQL or even beyond

the AQL. The defect rate is also another measure to more finely discriminate the quality

performance between two vendors that consistently have high I st time inspection pass rates. Both

pieces of information are included to convey a more complete picture of the vendor's quality

performance.

A vendor's quality score is based on equally weighting its Is' time inspection pass rate and its

defect rate. If a factory has a 1 st time inspection pass rate of 94%, and a defect rate of 4%, then

the quality score would be calculated as:

Quality Score = 0.5 [1st inspection pass rate + (1 - defect rate)]

= 0.5 [0.94 + (1 - 0.04)] = 95%
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4.3.4 Performance Parameter: Cost

The cost performance parameter accounts for thirty-five percent of the overall vendor score and is

based on the net margin associated with the goods produced by the vendor over the reporting

period, normalized by the product category. The margin is the difference between the sale price

of goods and the purchase price of goods from the factory, divided by the sale price of goods. The

net margin is the difference between the margin and the customer charge backs divided by the sale

price of goods, where the customer chargebacks represent the value of goods returned to and

payable by LF Beauty for quality problems. The net margin takes into account any customer

chargebacks due to problems associated with vendor performance. Since the net margin earned

by LF Beauty differs from product category to product category, the cost performance of the

vendor needs to be compared product category to product category. Therefore, the vendor with

the highest net margin in a product category becomes the standard against which other vendors in

the product category are compared. The vendor with the highest net margin receives a cost score

of 100%, with the rest of the vendors in the product category receiving a score in proportion to

their net margin compared to the highest performer.

Margin sale price of goods-purchase price of goods from factory
sale price of goods

charge backs
Net Margin = margin- cag ak

sale price of goods

net margin
Cost Score =e ari

highest net margin in product category

Figure 14 provides a summary of the balanced scorecard components, how each is measured, and

an example calculation.
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charge back rate (charge backs (sale value to customer)
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Cost Net margin normali/ed by product group margin in product
Uroup In the same reporting period the actors also had a total charge back value (if

$5. so the charge back rate is (S5)($1 20) 4.17%

Net marain is ( 16.67% - 4.17%) 12.50%

If the best net margin in the product Uroup is I 7.00%, then the tbctor has a

Cost Score oi (1 2 .501 ), 1 7.0%) 73. 53%

Figure 12: Balanced Scorecard Detailed Score Calculation

4.3.5 Threshold Requirements

In addition to measuring performance parameters, the balanced scorecard also has four threshold

requirements that vendors must fulfill to receive orders from LF Beauty. The threshold

requirements are:

* ISO 9001:2008 Certification - this certification provides assurance that the vendor has

general quality management systems knowledge and has implemented at minimum a

baseline quality management system. ISO 9001:2008 emphasizes a process approach to

quality management with the following characteristics (International Standards

Organization, 2008):

o Understanding and meeting requirements

o The need to consider processes in terms of added value

o Obtaining results of process performance and effectiveness

o Continual improvement of processes based on objective measurement

" Complete In-House Production Capacity - this requirement ensures that vendors are able

to produce the goods completely in-house and do not have to rely on subcontractors without

prior authorization by LF Beauty. This requirement is targeted at eliminating unauthorized
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subcontracting that results in LF Beauty not having visibility throughout the entire supply

chain, which exposes the organization to greater compliance risks.

" In-House Lab Testing Capability - this requirement ensures that vendors are able to

perform all of the necessary product testing requirements in-house. This gives LF Beauty

visibility into where and how products are tested, thereby giving greater assurance of

product integrity.

" Use LF Beauty Costing Template for Quotations - This requirement mandates that vendors

provide quotations using a specified costing template, giving LF Beauty detailed

information about how a vendor arrives at a final price in a quotation. The costing template

breaks the cost of goods into five categories: materials, direct labor, authorized sub-

contracting, transportation, and manufacturing overhead. Additional costs, such as non-

manufacturing overhead, taxes, and net margin are also recorded. Requiring vendors to

provide this information allows LF Beauty to determine the cost-competitiveness of its

vendors.

4.3.6 Additional Scorecard Information

Besides the four performance parameters and threshold requirements described in Sections 4.3.1-

4.3.5, the following information is also contained in the balanced scorecard:

" Vendor Profile Information - provides the following identifying infonnation: Vendor

Name, Address, Point of Contact, Contact Information, Country.

" Reporting Period - the user can choose which reporting period to view, allowing for

review of historical performance over the periods of interest.

" Business Volume - displays how much business volume has been awarded to the vendor

over the period of interest.

" Product Division - classifies the vendor based on the product division for which it

manufactures product (see Figure 10).

" Product Category - classifies the vendor based on the product category for which it

manufactures product. Multiple product categories make up a product division, so also

classifying a factory by product category gives more granularity when comparing factory

perfonnance at the product category level.

" Manufacturing Expertise - lists the types of products the factory is able to produce
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" Manufacturing Capabilities - lists the types and quantity of important pieces of production

equipment

" Certifications - lists third-party certifications awarded to the factory

" Customer-Approved Lists - lists which LF Beauty customers have approved the use of the

vendor. Certain customers require that they approve the use of the vendor before LF

Beauty can place orders with them.

4.4 Applications of the Balanced Scorecard

Having described the balanced scorecard in the previous section, this section describes a number

of applications of the balanced scorecard.

4.4.1 Validation of Audit Tools

One use of the scorecard is to validate audit tools that are intended to provide more detailed

information on the operations of a vendor. A way to evaluate the validity of an audit tool is to

assess whether or not it has predictive power for the performance measure it is designed to audit.

One example to illustrate this is the assessment of LF Beauty Quality Management System (QMS)

audit tool that is used by LF Beauty quality inspectors to evaluate the quality management system

of a vendor. If the purpose of a quality management system is to create a production system in

which the quality of the end product is assured, then an effective QMS audit tool should find

relatively few faults with a vendor with a high quality score, and vice versa.

The LF Beauty QMS audit tool is divided into seven sections: General Requirements; Order

Processing; Incoming Material; Production; Final & Packaging; Sharp Tool Control; and R&D

Sampling. Each of these sections contains questions that are evaluated to arrive at a score for the

section, which then contributes to the overall QMS score. The hypothesis then is that the QMS

audit score should be positively correlated with the quality score from the balanced score card.

Figure 15 shows a plot of the QMS and quality scores for 358 vendors, where the solid black line

represents a perfect correlation, and the dashed lines represent a +/- 10% deviation from that.
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QMS Score vs. Quality Score
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Figure 13.- QMS Score vs. Quality Score

What is evident is from the 358 vendor evaluated is that the QMS score has very little predictive

value for the quality score. There are three regions that a particular vendor can fall in:

1. Along the trend line - this is the assumed correlation, where an increase in the quality score

would be accompanied by an increase in the QMS score.

2. Below' the trend line - if an auditor's evaluation results in a low QMS score, it may suggest

that the vendor's quality would also be poor. However, it is plausible to have a low QMS

score but have high quality. It could be that the subjectivity of a particular auditor results

in a lower QMS score than what most other auditors would rate, or that the vendor is

particularly familiar manufacturing the type of product for which LF Beauty places orders.

The vendor may generally have poor quality, but with the type of product it produces for

LF Beauty, it could perform better than for other customers with perhaps a shorter history

or a greater diversity of products. Therefore, there is not necessarily a problem with the

audit tool if it results in a low QMS score for a vendor that has actually has a history of

producing high quality goods.

3. Above the trend line - a problem with the audit protocol is identified when a vendor's scores

fall in this region. The purpose of the tool to drive better quality performance is found to
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be inadequate when the vendor receives a high QMS score but a low quality score. Either

the auditor evaluated the vendor more leniently than other auditors would, or the questions

on the audit tool are not appropriately gauging quality performance. When a point falls

above the trend line, it should be investigated further to understand why this result was

obtained.

The two most likely factors explaining why a point is above the trend line are the inappropriateness

of the questions in the audit tool, and the subjectivity on the part of the auditor in evaluating the

vendor's performance on those questions. However, given that the quality engineers generally

have numerous years of experience evaluating vendors according to the QMS protocol, as well as

the fact that subjectivity is limited by being able to answer the questions as Yes, Incomplete, No,

and N/A, it can reasonably be inferred that the most likely cause for the QMS protocol not being

predictive of quality performance is the content of the questions.

Based on this conclusion, the LF Beauty quality assurance team revised its QMS audit protocol to

contain questions that better predict the quality score. At the time of the revision, LF Sourcing,

the largest business unit within the company, was also revising its QMS audit protocol. The LF

Sourcing protocol was adopted by the LF Beauty quality assurance team to standardize practices

with the company at large as well as to benefit from the learnings of LF Sourcing that went into

revising the QMS audit protocol.

One innovative addition to the new audit protocol is a section that addresses issues related to recent

defect findings. Based on an analysis of recent quality findings specific to each product category,

a section contains assessment points customized to focus the auditor's attention on aspects of the

quality management system that would have relevance to reducing the occurrence of that type of

defect in the future. In addition to revising the audit questions, the evaluation scale was also

slightly expanded to accommodate a more granular analysis. With the old scoring system, if a

factory fell somewhere between fully-compliant and incomplete, the auditor would have to select

one or the other, which could significantly skew the audit results. With the new, more granular

scoring system, the indeterminate situations are more accurately portrayed by giving the auditor

an intermediate option between fully-compliant and incomplete.
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The new QMS audit protocol was implemented on a trial basis in 27 vendors representing three

product categories, each with a sample of nine vendors, as shown in Figure 17. At this point, it is

still unclear whether or not the new audit protocol is a better predictor of the quality score, but the

preliminary finding suggests an improvement. Figure 15 shows that out of the 358 vendors

analyzed, 16 (or 4.4%) were above the trend line; Figure 17 shows that of the 27 vendors analyzed,

l (or 3.7%) were above the trend line. More vendors should be sampled before determining that

the new audit protocol is in fact a better predictor of quality score.

QMS Score vs. Quality Score
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The approach of using the quality score from the balanced scorecard as a measure against which

the QMS audit protocol is assessed can be extended one level deeper to using the specific defects

identified by quality engineers as a measure against which the specific sections of the audit

protocol (see Figure 16) are assessed. This gives guidance on which specific sections of the audit

protocol need to be improved. For example, if a number of defects were found at a vendor and the

root cause of the defects were traced back to issues with incoming material control standards, and

the QMS tool rated that particular section highly, then the audit tool could potentially be improved

by understanding why it was not able to identify the problems that resulted in quality defects, and

incorporate those learnings into the tool by making whatever revisions were deemed necessary.

Figure 18 shows a sample of the QMS audit results by section for nine vendors, where the color

coding is used to help quality engineers quickly identify where a vendor or group of vendors would

be expected to have quality issues.

Vendor A Vendor B Vendoi ( Vendor I Vendor L Vendor F Vendor _ endor H- Vendor I
Total Compliance ILevel to Standard 67.5% 72.0% 86.1% 78.0% 80.8% 82.0% 68.5% . 91.3%

Quality Management Compliance 63.0% 68.5% 88.9% 63.0% 57. 40/ 88.9% 79.6% 87.0% 90.7%

Incoming Material Control Compliance 77.8% 73.3% 9 3 .3% 8.1 80.0> 68.9% 91.1% 93.3%

ManufactUring Process Coinpliance 61.9% 57.1% 100.0% 81 .00 66.7% 66.7% 57.1% 77.8'' 90.5%

Process Control C ompliance 3.3% 80.0% 95.6% 75.6% 84.4% 77.8% _75.6% 97.6% 91.1%

Quality Control Process Compliance 66.7% 84.4% 91.7% 7( 2 81 . 7.110 60.4% 89.6% 95.8%

Machinery and E quipment Compliance 63.6% 72.7% 93.90/ 93.9% 97.0% 97.0% 81.8% 75.8% 97.0%

V-ousekeeping and Storagc Compliance 72 !" 73.9 88.4" 8 95.7% 94.2% 72.5% 82.6% 97.0%

Fabric Cornpliancc 66.7% 69.4% 61.9% 81.0%o 87.9" 87.9% 64.1% 79.5% 92.3%

Related to Defect Compliance 50.0% 53.3% 60.0% 50.00% 63.3% 43.3% 40.0% 83.3% 63.3%

Figure 16: Detailed QMS Analysis

The approach of validating and improving the QMS audit protocol by comparing its ability to

predict the quality score can similarly be applied to any assessment tool whose effectiveness can

be measured by its ability to predict a performance parameter score on the balanced scorecard.

Having better assessment tools allows LF Beauty to better understand what the drivers of good

performance are, so that these behaviors can be shared and incentivized across the network to

accelerate vendor improvement. They can also be used as an effective screening tool to assess

whether a new vendor should be accepted into the vendor base.
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4.4.2 Vendor Benchmarking

Vendor benchmarking is a powerful application of the scorecard that allows comparisons among

vendors to be made. A few examples illustrate the customizability of vendor benchmarking

reports.

4.4.2.1 Benchmarking for Division Leader

A division leader who is responsible for managing a portfolio of product categories will more

likely be interested in understanding the performance of the group of vendors in a particular

product category, or the group of vendors serving a particularly important customer, rather than

any one vendor in particular. Generally speaking, the higher the position an individual holds in

the organization, the more macroscopic view of the vendor base he or she will like to have. For

example, if a division leader is receiving complaints from a customer of consistently late

deliveries, then a benchmarking report comparing the on-time delivery scores of those group of

vendors serving that customer can be generated, and higher performing vendors can be identified

to replace some of the lower performers in order to better serve the customer.

4.4.2.2 Benchmarking for Merchandiser

A merchandiser who is responsible for selecting vendors to place orders in will be interested in the

performance of a single vendor. Since merchandisers are specialized by product category, they

can use the balanced scorecard to identify how a particular vendor compares to the rest of the

vendors in the product category. This information can be used to guide the vendor selection

process.

4.4.2.3 Benchmarking for Factory Manager

Factory managers are interested in knowing how their performance compares to other vendors they

are competing for orders against in LF Beauty's vendor base. Benchmarking reports at the factory

level are part of the Vendor Engagement Package (discussed in Section 6) and are used to manage

the relationship between LF Beauty and the vendors. Benchmarking information is objective data

that both LF Beauty and factory managers can use to agree upon performance expectations and

improvements.
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4.5 Future Work on the Balanced Scorecard

Due to the business need to rationalize the vendor base within a short time period, the existing

balanced scorecard reflects this time constraint by containing only what senior management

decided are 'need to have' performance parameters. Recognizing that the existing balanced

scorecard is a base platform meant to be improved upon, a number of recommendations for future

work can be made.

4.5.1 Cost Score

The performance parameters recommendations are both for improving the measurement method

of the existing parameters, and expanding upon the existing set of parameters

In terms of improving measurement methods, the cost parameter should be the first to be revised

because it has the least integrity and counts for the greatest portion of the overall score. The current

method is deficient in that the calculation is not based solely on the vendor's cost-competitiveness,

which is what it is designed to measure. The calculation is based on the difference of the sale price

and cost of goods sold, but the vendor has no influence over the sale price. It is possible to have

the situation in which the vendor is actually quite cost-competitive, but if the merchandiser

negotiates a lower sale price than he or she otherwise could have, then the cost score for the vendor

will be lower than it otherwise should have been. On the other hand, a vendor's cost could be

uncompetitive, but if the merchandiser negotiates a particularly high sale price, then the vendor's

cost-competitiveness according to the existing calculation will be higher than it really is. An

additional complication is that scores are normalized by product category in order to make fair

cost comparisons, but even within a product category, different types of products have different

cost structures, and therefore should not be compared against one another. For example, within

the Bags product category, there are six different types of bags - cosmetic, fashion, travel,

backpack, wallet, and heat-sealing. The expected margin for fashion bags and travel bags are

different, so the cost-competitiveness as it is currently measured cannot accurately reflect the fact

that a vendor could be cost-competitive given the low-margin customer it is serving.

To further illustrate the point that the cost-competitiveness is not based only on the performance,

Figure 19 shows the cost score for each of the 358 vendors in the LF Beauty vendor base ranked

from lowest to highest (black line). The margin of the customers the vendor serves are shown with

the various colored/shaped points and are aligned vertically with the vendor that is associated with
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producing their goods. By visual inspection, one can see that the low-margin customers are

skewed more toward the vendors with low cost scores, and the high-margin customers are skewed

more toward the vendors with the high cost scores, indicating that the customer margin - which is

not influenced by the vendor - is positively correlated with the vendor's cost score.

100 % Distribution of Customer Margin comapring with Vendor Cost Score
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Figure 17: Vendor Cost Score Compared to Customer Margin

A better way to measure the cost performance of vendors in the short-term is to use the 'Net Profit'

figure required on the LF Beauty costing template. The 'Net Profit' figure is the profit earned by

the vendor on a given order. Since the LF Beauty costing template has been introduced into the

quotation process only recently, an historical data set against which to compare profit figures has

not yet been established. LF Beauty should begin to record quotation data and develop standards

for 'Net Profit' for each product category and for each type of product within the product category.

This relatively short term solution addresses the most significant problem with the existing cost

calculation - the dependency on the margin of the customer.
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The issue with the proposed short-term solution is that 'Net Profit' still does not provide a true

picture of the cost-competitiveness of the vendor. A vendor can be very inefficient and incur

greater costs in the manufacturing process than its group of peer vendors, but then only markup

the sale price of goods to LF Beauty by a small amount. The vendor would then have a low 'Net

Profit', but the total cost of the quotation could still be much higher than other vendors. It would

therefore be ranked as a highly cost-competitive factory without actually being cost-competitive.

Merchandisers would not likely place orders in the vendor if indeed the quotation price was

exorbitantly high, even though the 'Net Profit' of the factory was small, so even with this issue, it

is still a more desirable way to calculate the cost score because the score depends only on the

actions of the vendor.

A longer-ten-n solution that is a greater improvement would be to base the cost calculation on a

more detailed analysis of the vendor cost structure. Similar to the approach of the short-term

solution, the long-term solution would be to record and maintain a database of all the information

on the LF Beauty quotation form, not just the 'Net Profit' figure. The information would include

material costs, labor costs, authorized sub-contracting costs, transportation costs, overhead costs,

and others. Over time and with a large enough data set, standards can be developed against which

quotations can be compared. The cost-competitiveness of a factory in terms of material costs,

labor costs, transportation costs, etc., can be determined to come to an overall cost score. At this

level of detail, one can have a true picture of a vendor's cost-competitiveness because LF Beauty

will have a clear, transparent understanding of how a vendor determines its quotation price, which

has historically been difficult to ascertain.

As an aside, having a rich data set of cost standards is valuable information that has value beyond

simply calculating a vendor's cost score. Such a database can give LF Beauty a competitive

advantage by providing greater awareness of market prices, which allows for better sourcing

decisions to be made, as well as putting LF Beauty in a stronger price negotiation position. Having

greater price awareness can also help LF Beauty make more accurate revenue forecasts. Lastly,

this information can be an added benefit to vendors of being a part of the LF Beauty network, since

they would be able to benchmark their cost structure against peer vendors and gain insight into

where they either are or are not cost-competitive.
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4.5.2 Quality Score

The defect rate calculation for the quality score should also be considered for revision. The current
method simply uses the ratio of the number of defects found to the total number of items inspected
during the reporting period. While the average defect rate gives general information about the
expected level of quality simply in terms of quantity of defects, it does not give information about
the severity of defects found. Additionally, different customers have different acceptable quality
limits. Generally, the more stringent the quality limits, the costlier and more difficult it is to meet
those quality requirements. Therefore, a vendor that serves primarily those customers with higher
quality requirements will have a lower defect rate than those serving customers with lower quality
requirements. These defect rates are not readily comparable, because each vendor has been
producing to a different standard. A way to overcome this difficulty is to calculate the number of
defects in relation to the number of defects allowed by the AQL. In this way, vendor defect rates
can be compared because they are reflecting how well a vendor performed in relation to the
standard against which it was being held. Even though these standards are different, performance
to those standards are comparable because the calculations take into account the higher or lower
number of defects allowed by those standards.

To illustrate this point more clearly, take the example of Vendor A and Vendor B, both with a
defect rate of 3.8% over the reporting period (190 defects out of 5000 inspected items). Figure 20
shows the distribution of the severity of these defects and the vendor performance measured
against the AQL standard.

AQL Performance
250

200

Critical Major Minor
a Vendor A 0 50 140
N Vendor B 10 80 100)
E AQL Allowance 30 140 210

Figure 18: De/kct Total Relative to AQL Perfbrmance
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For the sake of this example, suppose that critical defects are weighted 50%, major defects 30%,

and minor defects 20%. The AQL defect rate for Vendor A would then be critical: 0.00%, major:

35.71%, and minor: 66.67%. The contribution of the AQL defect rate to the overall score would

be: 0.5(1-0.00)+0.3(1-0.3571)+0.2(1-0.6667) = 75.95%. Similarly, the contribution of the AQL

defect rate for Vendor B would be 40.00%. Therefore, even though both factories have the same

defect rate as calculated by the raw number of defects, Vendor A actually has better quality when

taking the defect allowance and severity of defects into account. This example assumed the same

AQL defect allowance, but the same method can be used when the defect allowances are different.

Since LF Beauty quality engineers already record defect severity and AQL allowance information

on all the inspections they perform, the data is available to begin using this defect rate calculation

method. It is a better way to measure quality performance than is currently being used because it

takes into account information on the severity of defects found and the standard against which the

vendor is being held. For the sake of simplicity and transparency for those involved, the method

of calculating the defect rate by the raw number of defects was used, but as the organization

becomes more comfortable using the scorecard, this improved defect calculation method can be

implemented at any time.

4.5.3 On-Time Delivery Score

A third area for improvement is the way the on-time delivery score is calculated. Similar to the

recommendation for improving the defect rate calculation, where it is proposed that more detailed

defect rate information be used to give a more nuanced picture of quality performance, the

recommendation for improving the on-time delivery calculation would to use the additional

measure of free on-board value shipped on time, where 'free on-board' simply refers to the

monetary value of the goods delivered to LF Beauty by the vendor. The free-on board value

shipped on time provides information about the value of the shipment. All else being equal, if one

were presented with a choice of having the higher-value shipment delivered on time or the lower-

value shipment delivered on-time, one would prefer the higher-value shipment because it

represents greater worth to the business. Figure 21 shows the historical on-time delivery data for

an important vendor in one of the business units. It can be seen that the difference between the

on-time delivery performance as measured by the number of shipments delivered on-time and as

measured by the freight on-board value delivered on-time amount can vary widely. The original
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score from month-to-month is shown by the 'by shipment' line and the new score, which weights

the 'by shipment' OTD 60% and the by 'free on-board' 40%, is shown by 'New OTD Score' line.

LF Beauty can choose whatever weighting distribution between the two measures it deems most

appropriate, but the addition of the free on-board measure is important to give a sense about how

well the vendor is delivering on its more valuable orders.

12 Month OTD History

1 2 3 4

- by Shipment

6 7 8 9 10 1 12

Month

by FOB - Ne 0T11) Score

Figure 19: On-Time Deliverv Analysis
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5 Vendor Rationalization

With the vendor evaluation tool now described, this section turns to the subject of vendor

rationalization and how the balanced scorecard is used in the rationalization process.

5.1 Literature Review: Vendor Rationalization Methods

Vendor rationalization, and in particular the selection of those vendors that remain in the vendor

base, is recognized in the literature as being one of the most important aspects of supply chain

management. Vendor selection has been thoroughly studied over the past forty years because of

its criticality in determining the success of a supply chain. Thus, there are a number of methods

that have been developed to address the issue of vendor rationalization, and in particular vendor

selection.

Although previous work on the topic has divided vendor selection into different numbers of stages,

there is a common theme of first identifying the criteria that are used in the selection process,

followed by applying the criteria to perform the selection. Some literature extends this one stage

further and include a post-selection process, in which methods for maintain the relationship are

discussed (Chen, 2007). Within the stage of supplier selection, past approaches have typically

been optimization problems requiring a single objective function to be formulated. The problem

with this approach, however, is that not all supplier selection criteria can be quantitative, so the

objective function does not take all relevant criteria into account (Nukala, 2007). A few

approaches have been based on empirical studies. Noteworthy conclusions from an empirical

study of a large multinational organization that used on-time delivery, quality, and total cost as the

ranking criteria to identify and select high-performing vendors are that reducing the number and

improving the quality of vendors results in increased quality, reduced lead time, and a reduction

in the number of errors and defects, as well enhanced organizational learning (Cormican, 2007).

Most approaches have been based on analytical methods. One of the earliest and most fundamental

analytical approaches, later popularly tenrmed 'Berens's weighted rating method', uses a pairwise

comparison of each vendor to determine how well each vendor compares to the other. A weighted

criteria matrix is then applied to the vendors to develop a score for each vendor, with the highest

scoring vendors being selected (Berens, 1972). To address the challenges associated with simple

linear weighted average criteria ranking methods, the analytical hierarchy process was proposed,

among other applications, to enhance vendor selection (Saaty, 1988). A method for determining
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the optimal number of vendors to employ using multi-objective programming and data

envelopment analysis was developed by Weber (Weber et al, 2000). Although the analytical

hierarchy process developed by Saaty is a widely used multi-criteria decision making approach, it

is unable to take into account the uncertainty of a decision maker's perception. In the case of

vendor selection criteria, which may be quantified based on the subjective assessment of a decision

maker, the inability of being able to account for that uncertainty can be a major shortcoming. To

overcome this shortcoming, some recent approaches have used fuzzy analytical hierarchy process,

which introduces an efficient tool to handle both quantitative and qualitative factors in the vendor

selection process. This approach handles the fuzziness of data involved in deciding the weights of

different decision variables used to select suppliers (Chan et al, 2008).

5.2 Vendor Rationalization: Current State

Vendor rationalization is not currently performed in a systematic, process-oriented fashion at LF

Beauty. The proliferation of vendors in the LF Beauty vendor base and lack of oversight in

reviewing the size and capabilities of the vendor base are part of the motivation for undertaking

the Vendor Management and Sustainability initiative. The current way in which the vendor base

is rationalized can be described as being ad hoc, as addressing short-term rather than long-term

business needs, and as being myopic in that it best serves the needs of small customer groups rather

than the needs of the larger operating group. This approach is based primarily on historical

business volume allocations and applying the general 80/20 Rule, where vendors at the long end

of the tail of the Pareto diagram, which arranges vendors in descending order of business volume,

are deactivated from the vendor base.

A major contributor to the lack of oversight in maintaining the right size and mix of capabilities in

the vendor base is the recent reorganization of LF Beauty described in Section 3. Because teams

were previously organized by customer group, each group would need to have relationships with

vendors that could supply the products requested by their customers. This meant that Customer

Group A may need vendors that could supply jewelry, bags, and beauty extension items, and

Customer Group B may need vendors that could supply jewelry, bags, and turnkey items. With

little knowledge sharing between customer groups, the result was that Customer Group A and

Customer Group B each had their own set of vendors to supply jewelry and bags. One problem

with this was that more compliance audits had to be performed and more quality inspectors were
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needed to cover more vendors. Another problem was that to the extent that there was overlap in

the vendors used by the customer groups, customer groups would on occasion compete with each

other to have their orders completed first at the expense of the other groups. Finally, and most

importantly for the Vendor Management and Sustainability initiative, the more vendors in the

vendor base meant that there were more compliance risks. Compounding this problem was that

with orders being awarded to a greater number of vendors, and LF Beauty therefore being a smaller

portion of any given vendor's business, LF Beauty had less leverage in using business volume to

commit vendors to performance improvements.

As currently practiced, there are a few processes relevant to vendor rationalization worth

mentioning:

1. Defining the size and capability mix of the vendor base - the decision of defining the size

and capability mix of the vendor base was one that was not made in a systematic or strategic

sense. It was, in fact, made in practice by the daily decisions of merchandisers, who are

those responsible in LF Beauty for directly placing orders to factories and tracking orders

from placement to shipment to the customer. Based on short-term business demands,

merchandisers decide whether or not the vendors they have relationships with are able to

deliver on their customer orders. If not, then they seek out a new vendor to add to the

vendor base.

2. New vendor acceptance - once a merchandiser makes a request to add a new vendor to the

vendor base, a series of audits and approvals are required. While the audits covered both

compliance and quality assessments, managerial approvals did not provide a rigorous,

objective check to determine the necessity of adding the new vendor. These approval steps

were more or less automatic approvals.

3. Deactivating vendors - no one had responsibility for assessing the continued need for

vendors and deactivating them when they are no longer needed, except in the extreme cases

of a vendor failing to pass compliance audits. This was a symptom of the lack of ownership

and oversight for the vendor base from the previous customer group organizational

structure before the Rapid Transformation initiative. The problem with maintaining a

vendor base larger than that justified by business needs is that it allowed merchandisers

more discretion in placing orders with vendors, which as noted above, led to more
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compliance and quality inspections spread over more vendors. Furthermore, From a data

analysis perspective, it was more difficult to extract and use vendor performance data in a

meaningful way to make better vendor management decisions when the vendor database

was not being maintained.

In summary, a systematic approach was lacking in the way LFIB approached vendor rationalization.

There fore, an original vendor rationalization methodology needed to be created that informed the

proper size and mix of capabilities required by business needs, and that guided the selection of

vendors.

5.3 Vendor Rationalization Methodology: Development and Implementation

5.3.1 Development

This section describes the development and implementation of the vendor rationalization

methodology. First, an overview of the methodology is presented. Each of the steps of the

methodology are then described in more detail, followed by the results of implementing this

methodology in LFB's Bags product category.

An overview of the vendor rationalization methodology is presented in Figure 22.

lBusigss PrOJeCtiOj

Define capacity and capability requirements
for vendor base based on business

projections

Vendor Selection I
Select vendors to fulfil capacity and

capability requirement; identify potential
strategic sendor cautdidates

FnlauzInet Assessment
Perforn on-site assessment of vendor
eniggement level for stategic vendor

candidatcs

Vendor Seleciion I
Fitalizc selection ot' strateqic sendors tri-o
candidate pool based on mn-site assesstnent

of engagettent level

Fignre 20: Oiv'erview of Vendor IRationalizat ion Alethodology
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5.3.1.1 Step 1: Business Projections

The first step is to define the capacity and capability requirements for the vendor base. Capacity

requirements define the business volume in units of product that the vendor base is able to supply

to LF Beauty, and the capability requirements define the mix of products that the vendor base is

able to supply. It is important to note that 'vendor base' refers to a collection of active vendors

that serve a particular business's needs. Since LF Beauty was arranged by product category after

the Rapid Transformation initiative, each product category had its own vendor base. There are

very few instances in which a vendor supplying one product category would also serve another.

The reason for this is that each product category requires vendors with specific expertise and types

of production capabilities. For instance, the vendors serving the Bags product category typically

have silk-screening machines to put ink designs on the bags, whereas the vendors serving the

Primary Packaging and Components product category have mills and lathes to fabricate metallic

components. Vendors typically specialize in one product category, so for the purposes of vendor

rationalization, each product category can be viewed as having a unique vendor base. Therefore,

the vendor rationalization methodology is applied independently to each product category vendor

base. What this means for determining the capacity and capability requirements for the vendor

base is that it is done on a product category by product category basis.

Business projections are the source from which the capacity and capability requirements for a

product category vendor base are derived. Product category leaders, who are the points of contact

for customers who place orders with LF Beauty, are responsible for understanding the quantity

and type of work likely to be requested and for developing business projections based on this

understanding. Business projections are, of course, flawed in that they attempt to predict an

uncertain future, and they are all the more prone to error in the beauty industry where trends change

rapidly and the customers themselves have difficulty providing accurate demand forecasts.

However, they are better.than no prediction at all. Requiring that product category leaders set the

bounds of the vendor rationalization process in terms of the capacity and capability requirements

puts an expectation on product category leaders to maintain up-to-date business projections.

Another point that needs to be addressed before setting the capacity and capability bounds is the

length of time covered by the business projection. Through discussions with the product category

leader in which the rationalization process was piloted on, there would be four projections covering
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the following periods: Today - next 3 months; Today - next 6 months; Today - Next 9 months;

Today - Next 12 months. The reason lor having these four projection periods is to give both short-

term and long-term visibility into customer demand.

The business projection that sets the capacity and capability bounds is the 12-month projection.

There is a balance that must be struck in choosing the length of the projection period that sets the

bounds for rationalization. The shorter the business projection, the greater the certainty one has in

it. But if one were to rationalize the vendor base on, say, a 3-month projection, the capacity and

capability needs of the vendor base would vary dramatically from one projection to the next. This

would result in continually adding and removing vendors from the vendor base, which would not

be effective in maintaining fruitful relationships with vendors. On the other hand, the longer the

business projection, the less certainty one has in it. But if one were to rationalize the vendor base

on, say, a 24-month projection, the capacity and capability needs of the vendor base would be more

stable, since it would cover more customer demand possibilities. Based on the experience of

business leaders within LFB, the 12-month demand projection was chosen as striking the right

balance.

5.3.1.2 Step 2: Vendor Selection I

The second step is to initially select the mix of vendors that best fulfill the capacity and capability

requirements. Additionally, this mix of vendors must also meet the objectives of the vendor

classifications shown in Figure 23.

Figure 21: Vendor Class ification Matrix

The objectives of the vendor classifications are as follows:
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Strategic - vendors with high capacity for a given product or across a range of products; typically

have a successful history of business with LF Beauty; have high aspiration, willingness, and ability

to maintain a long-term relationship with LF Beauty. The objective of strategic vendors is to

capture a significant portion of LF Beauty's business volume. These are the vendors with which

the organization seeks to foster a long-term relationship, where LF Beauty commits business

volume to the vendor in exchange for commitments to improve performance and, in some cases,

invest in additional capabilities. Typically, the strategic vendor classification has the least number

of vendors, but the vendors in this group have the highest business volume per vendor.

Preferred - vendors that balance business risks (i.e. geographic risks, demand variation, vendor-

specific risks, etc.); candidates to become strategic vendors; capture business not awarded to

strategic factories. One of LF Beauty's competitive advantages is its knowledge of how to

optimize a customized supply chain for a specific customer's demand through its extensive

network of vendors. With more vendors in the network, the more options LF Beauty has and is

therefore better able to optimize a supply chain for a given customer's demand. However, the

more extensive the network, the greater the cost in maintaining proper oversight of it, especially

in terms of compliance risks. On the other hand, the smaller the network, the less the cost in

maintaining oversight, but this comes at the expense of having more options to provide better

supply chain solutions to customers. The preferred vendor classification is used to balance these

trade-offs.

Qualified - vendors that are product or service specific; fulfill infrequent, low-volume demand.

The objective of qualified vendors is to maintain a wide range of production capabilities within

the vendor base. Part of the value proposition of LF Beauty to its customers is that it is an end-to-

end service provider in the beauty industry. It is therefore necessary to have product expertise

within the vendor base that can service most customer demands, even if some of that demand is

unsteady and low-volume. Over time and with changing customer demands, what is currently a

niche product expertise may develop into something more generally demanded. Therefore,

qualified vendors are also used to keep LF Beauty flexible in being able to adapt to changing

customer demand. If that demand becomes great enough, LF Beauty can move the vendor into the

preferred or perhaps even strategic classification, at which point stronger ties with the vendor will

be developed.
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Inactive - vendors that are not needed to meet the requirements of the business projections and are

removed from the vendor base after the rationalization process.

Figure 24 shows the balanced scorecard performance requirements for each of the vendor

classifications. The level of pertormance required by a vendor increases from qualified to

preferred, and from preferred to strategic. The reason for this is that as LF Beauty commits more

volume and deepens its relationship with a vendor, better performance is expected from that

vendor. The performance requirements were chosen based on both an analysis of the historical

performance of the vendor base, as well as what LF Beauty business leaders aspired of the

performance of the vendors. The result is a compromise between the realities of the vendor base

performance today and the performance that can reasonably be expected with concerted

improvement efforts.

BaIanced Scorecard Perfroniance
Vendor ()ualit -

C lassification (Mpia ncc ( ) - I esi () ta te
I It I . I )C Let ta Ik

Top 1/3 of
Strategic Minimum B > 98% > 90% < 6.5% to/eo

tactories

Top 1/2 of
Preferred Minimum 13 > 95% > 85% < 6.5% factoes

Qualified Minimum C+ 90 o 85% 7.5% NA

Figure 22: Vendor Classification Per/ormance Requirements

With the capacity and capability requirements defined by the 12-month business projection, and

with the vendor classification requirements defined, the information from the balanced scorecard

(see Section 4.3) is used as the vendor selection criteria, as shown in Figure 25.
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Vendor Selection Criteria
Balanced Scorecard

Quantitve Quantitative
Compliance Score Manufacturing Expertise

On-time Delivery Score Manufacturing Capabilities
l Pass Rate Testing Capabilities
Defect Rate Certifications
Cost Score Customer List
QMS Score Subcontractor List

Historical Business Volume
Production Capacity

Figure 23: Vendor Selection Criteria

At this point, the initial selection of qualified and preferred vendors is made. In addition,

candidates to become strategic vendors are also selected. Since strategic vendors are the most

important in the vendor base, greater scrutiny of their ability and willingness to be long-term

partners is needed through an engagement assessment.

5.3.1.3 Step 3: Vendor Engagement Assessment

The purpose of the vendor engagement assessment is to better understand the ability and

willingness of the vendor to commit to a strategic partnership with LF Beauty. This assessment is

conducted by a cross-functional team from LF Beauty representing each of the major functional

roles: product category leader, quality engineer, product engineer, compliance auditor, and in some

cases senior leadership. Each of these functional roles can assess the vendor from a different

perspective, all of which provide a comprehensive picture of the fit of the vendor to be a strategic

partner.

While the vendor selection criteria discussed in Section 5.3.1.2 give a picture of the historical

performance and capabilities of the vendor, the intention of the vendor engagement assessment is

to provide a forward-looking analysis based on on-site visits and discussions with the owner and

management team of the vendor. During these visits and discussions, the long-term partnership

strategy of setting business volume targets with the vendor in exchange for their commitment to

raise their performance level is explained. This can be likened to a hiring process, in which the

strategic candidates have already shown their ability to be high-performing vendors for LF Beauty

through the information contained in the vendor selection criteria, and the vendor engagement
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assessment is the final interview in which more in-depth questioning of the candidate vendors is

undertaken to better understand which truly stand out as sharing a common partnership vision with

LF Beauty.

5.3.1.4 Step 4: Vendor Selection II

The final step of the rationalization process is to finalize the selection of qualified, preferred, and

strategic candidates after the vendor engagement assessments have been completed. Those

strategic candidates that are ultimately not selected are added to the initial selection of qualified

and preferred vendors, and those candidates that are selected become the strategic vendors. All

those vendors that are not included in one of those three classifications is inactive and removed

from the vendor base.

5.3.2 Implementation

The vendor rationalization process described in Section 5.3.1 was piloted on the Bags product

category, which had an initial vendor base of 40 vendors. This product category was chosen

because it is the largest product category in terms of business volume in the product division, and

because bags are relatively straightforward to manufacture, which makes the vendor selection

process simpler due to fewer vendor capability constraints. Thus, the Bags product category

provided the size necessary to prove the effectiveness of the methodology, as well as the simplicity

to implement within the time constraints of this project.

The first step in the rationalization methodology is to develop the business projections that define

the capacity and capability requirements. Since maintaining business projections at the level of

detail recommended by the rationalization methodology was not an expectation before the current

work was undertaken, the information that the Bags team would ideally have had was not readily

available to be used as part of the implementation. In lieu of using a detailed customer-by-

customer projection derived from customer engagements by the product category leader, the Bags

team approximated that the next year of business would be similar to the previous year of business,

and that the business projection should be assumed to be the same as the previous twelve months.

Following this assessment, historical business volume allocation data was extracted, which showed

the total amount of volume from each customer and the vendors it was allocated to for production.

A spreadsheet presenting this information was created and defined the capacity and capability

requirements.
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The second step in the rationalization process is to perform the initial selection of vendors into the

strategic, preferred, and qualified categories. This was accomplished by gathering a team of

decision-makers in the Bags team, which included the product category leader and a representative

from each of the organizational functions - finance, quality, compliance, product engineering, and

merchandising. Using the historical volume allocation spreadsheet and the balanced scorecard as

the foundation for decision-making, the Bags team deliberated over which vendors should be

inactivated and how the remaining vendors should be classified. First and foremost, the vendors

that were immediately identified to be inactivated were those with a 'D' compliance rating or some

other indication of poor compliance performance (for instance, not responding in a timely manner

to LFB requests to address audit findings). Second, vendors with significantly below average

quality performance were identified for inactivation. Beyond compliance and quality

performance, vendors with low historical volume allocation were also candidates for inactivation,

though these vendors required a more detailed analysis to determine if other vendors could absorb

their production, as well as to understand how well that vendor had performed in the past, which

if they did, then there would be a case for keeping the vendor and perhaps allocating more volume

to them in the future. Qualified vendors were easily identified as those vendors that remained in

the vendor base despite low volume allocation, since they provided a product or service specific

capability. An example of this is a vendor that produced hard-shell luggage. Only one vendor in

the base had the capability of producing this type of product, so it remained in the vendor base as

a qualified vendor, despite it being a low volume vendor. Of the remaining vendors, a four were

identified as potential strategic vendors, because of their historically high volume allocation,

performance on the balanced scorecard, and positive relationship with the Bags team.

Before selecting the strategic vendors, on-site visits were conducted by a few members of the Bags

team, including the product category leader and Vice President of Vendor Compliance &

Sustainability at LF Beauty. The objective of the third step in the rationalization process - vendor

engagement assessment - was to explain LF Beauty's new approach to vendor management and

get an understanding of whether or not the vendor would be a fitting partner for that new approach.

An assessment of the vendor's engagement level is important because a strategic partnership

requires that both LF Beauty and the vendor share a common vision and understand the

commitments that the relationship entails. Understanding how cooperative the vendor will be and
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getting a sense of their enthusiasm to enter into a strategic partnership is something not easily

quantified, so the on-site visits are necessary to obtain this critical information.

The last step in the rationalization methodology is finalizing the vendor classifications. Based on

the vendor engagement assessments, three of the four potential strategic vendors were selected.

All other vendors that were not inactivated or selected as qualified became preferred vendors. The

outcome of the rationalization process is shown in Figure 26:

-t 3 Vendors

- - 9 Vendors

7 Vendors

2)0 Vendors

Figure 24: Vendor Retiona/ization Outcome

5.4 Future Work: Vendor Rationalization Methodology

The implementation of the rationalization methodology suffered from a few shortcomings that can

be improved for future implementations. The first is having more detailed business projections

that are more closely aligned to the customers' expected demand. In fact, this was a shortcoming

understood by leadership in LF Beauty, and during the time the current work was undertaken,

greater emphasis was being put on product category leaders to work with customers to develop

demand projections over the time horizons discussed in Section 5.3.1.1. Although using the past

twelve months of customer business volume allocation by vendor was deemed to be an acceptable

forecast in the absence of customer demand projections, the determination of the vendor base

capability and capacity requirements are more prone to error than if the actual customer demand

information were used to set those requirements.

The second area for improvement is developing clearer guidelines for selecting the optimal number

of strategic and preferred vendors. If the goal of rationalizing the vendor base is to select the right

vendors to do business, so that longer-term, improvement-oriented relationships can be fostered

with the them, then there should be some goal for how much business is typically allocated to

strategic and preferred vendors. As the rationalization methodology now stands, there is no
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recommendation for how to determine how many of each type of vendor should be selected. For

example, should strategic vendors as a class be allocated 50% of the business volume? Or should

this be something more or less? This question is unanswered, but it is an important question that

should be answered. As discussed earlier, there is a balance between consolidating business into

as few vendors as possible and maintaining an extensive network, with each end of the spectrum

having its own benefits and drawbacks. How much LF Beauty should consolidate the allocation

of its business volume is a strategic business question that needs to be addressed by senior

management, and the answer to this question will in large part help answer the question of how

much volume should be targeted for allocation to the strategic vendors. Of course, with the

diversity of products LF Beauty supplies to its numerous customers and the different product mixes

and volumes among the product categories, it may be unrealistic to determine a single right number

to target, but there is certainly a range that should be recommended.

The third area for improvement is creating a more quantitatively rigorous way to select the

individual vendors to fulfill the capacity and capability requirements. One can imagine eventually

writing a linear optimization program to make the selections. For instance, the objective function

may be to maximize the average of the overall scores from the balanced scorecard, subject to

capacity and capability constraints, no 'D' compliance audit result constraint, no quality score

under X% constraint, etc. The business team can state whatever objective function they wish to

optimize along with whatever constraints they feel are needed and produce the best set of vendors

to fulfill those requirements. What prevents such a selection method from being implemented

today are concerns over the integrity of some of the data that goes into the decision-making, as

well as the cultural challenge of trusting what may be viewed as a 'black box' method of selecting

vendors through a purely mathematical approach. In fact, improving data integrity is a key theme

recognized and being actively addressed at LF as a way to make the vast amount of data it collects

more useful for data analytics and to hold management accountable to objective key performance

indicators. The rationalization method as it was implemented relied heavily upon nuanced

discussions with the Bags team to understand some of the limitations in the data, as well as more

qualitative information from individuals who had on-the-ground experience with the vendors that

provided greater context for the data that was used in the selection process. A large part of

developing credibility in the approach of the rationalization process was building trust among the

Bags team by making the process transparent and open to their input where the data may not be
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conveying a complete picture. Thus, as data is collected and analyzed in a way that ensures greater

integrity (recommendations for which were provided to LF Beauty), the selection process can

move toward a more mathematically rigorous approach.
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6 Vendor Engagement

With the vendor rationalization methodology now described, this section turns to the subject of

maintain relationships with those vendors that remain in the vendor base after rationalization.

6.1 Current state of vendor engagement

Vendor engagement refers to the interaction between LF Beauty and a vendor and how the

relationship between them is maintained over time. Currently, there exist two significant gaps in

the way LF Beauty engages its vendors:

1. Relationships are transactional - orders are placed with vendors on an as-needed basis,

with little foresight into LF Beauty's demand projections. LF Beauty typically does not

make long-term volume commitments to vendors, and orders are usually awarded to the

vendor providing the lowest quotation, given that basic compliance and quality

requirements are met. Transactional vendor engagement does not create the incentive

structure for vendors to invest in improving their performance to LF Beauty. Thus, LF

Beauty generally does not have the trust and leverage with vendors required to have them

improve in a competitive environment in which customers continually push for shorter lead

times, higher quality, more innovative products, and adherence to stricter corporate social

responsibility standards.

2. Relationships are audit-based and reactive - vendors working with LF Beauty today are

required to pass quality management system audits and compliance audits. Managing

vendor relationships through an audit-alone model often results in a 'pass-the-audit'

mentality that does not promote lasting change where vendors seek to continually improve

to a higher standard. A recent study (Locke et al, n.d.) based on extensive interviews of

nearly three hundred factory owners, managers, union leaders, and government officials in

Bangladesh, China, the Dominican Republic, Honduras, and India concluded that while the

audit-alone model has delivered on some basic compliance improvements, these

improvements have plateaued, and there are many areas where auditing has not achieved

any improvements. Such a means of managing a vendor relationship leads to reactively

dealing with compliance issues, quality issues, or any number of other issues, and often

what is addressed is only the symptom of the problem rather than the root cause.
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6.2 Vendor Engagement Methodology: Development and Implementation

6.2.1 Development

A new vendor engagement methodology is developed to address the shortcomings of the

transactional, audit-based, reactive nature of the existing one. Foundational to this methodology

is monitoring vendor performance objectively using the balanced scorecard, and using this

information to drive sustainable, long-term improvements in a partnership with LF Beauty.

Because this new vendor engagement methodology requires greater time, commitment, and

resources from LF Beauty, one of the critical factors for success is to right-size the vendor base

with the appropriate capacity and mix of capabilities fit for the product category. LF Beauty has

finite resources which it must purposefully employ in managing its vendor base, so only including

those vendors that justify the added attention in managing them should be included. Thus, the

vendor rationalization methodology described in Section 5.3.1 is the tool used to select those

vendors.

Of great importance is the selection of strategic, preferred, and qualified vendors. The

classification of the vendor conveys the importance of the vendor to LF Beauty. The strategic

vendors are the smallest in number, but the greatest in importance. These vendors receive the

largest portion of business from LF Beauty on a per vendor basis, so performance improvements

by these vendors has significant impact on how well LF Beauty serves its customers. This being

the case, LF Beauty has an interest in actively supporting performance improvements and

capability enhancements. Preferred vendors as a class fill an important role in the vendor base

(see Section 5.3.1.2), but any given preferred vendor usually will not have as much impact on LF

Beauty as a strategic vendor. Therefore, the strength of the relationship will generally be less than

that with strategic vendors, and the level of support provided to these vendors will also be less.

Lastly, qualified vendors, which typically provide low-volume, niche capabilities will have even

less impact on LFB's business, and the level of engagement with these vendors will reflect this.

This outline describing the strength of vendor relationships based on the classification provides

general guidance rather than a strict mandate. Particular vendors may justify more or less

involvement with LFB, such as a qualified vendor who supplies a strategically important product

to a specific set of customers. LFB may need to ensure a higher level of quality with this product
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and work with the vendor to ensure that these quality requirements can consistently be met, and

support this vendor in implementing whatever is necessary to accomplish this.

The tool that is used to manage vendor engagement is the Vendor Engagement Package (VEP), a

pilot version of which is provided in Appendix. The VEP contains the following information:

I Vendor Engagement Mangent
Vendor Engagement Package

Customer-Approved List
Production Capacity

Manufacturing Expertise
in-House lecimical Capabilities

in-House Testing Capabilities
Equipment List
Customer List 2

Performange B hprig
Overall Performance

Compliance Performance
On-Time Delivery Performance

Quality Performance
Cost Performarice

Fiania rformation
Payment Record

Business Volume by Client
Customer Claims

Detailed Compliance Results
Findings Root Cause Analysis

Findings Improvement Plan

Detailed On-Time Delivery Results
Missed Delivery Root Cause Analysis
On-ime Delivery Improvement Plan

Detailed Quality Results
Defect by Type/Classification/Severity

Findings Root Cause Analysis
Findings Improvement Plan

QMS Audit Results
QMS Root Cause Analysis

QMS Improvement Plan

Figure 25: Vendor Engagement Package Overview

Factory profile and capabilities provides general vendor information (address, contact

information, etc.), production capacity, manufacturing capabilities and expertise, and customer-

approved list.

Performance benchmarking - shows the vendors performance benchmarked against other vendors

in the vendor base. Included is a graphical display of all the vendors and the rank of the vendor

within that distribution.

Financial information - details LF Beauty's payment record to the vendor and reasons for delayed

payments. Timely payments for goods received is of great importance to vendors and is included

as a metric LF Beauty is accountable to perform to. Business volume by client breaks down how

business awarded to the vendor is dispersed among LF Beauty customers. Customer claims

document the dollar amount refunded to the customer for product issues attributed to the vendor.

Compliance - includes a detailed review of the findings from the past three compliance audits.

The reason the past three audits are included is to show the vendor's progress from one audit to
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the next, and if when issues are addressed, whether they emerge again. A section for documenting

the root cause analysis for the findings is included, as well as a section for an improvement plan,

in order to hold the vendor accountable for addressing findings in a systematic fashion.

On-Time Delivery - a detailed review of the vendor's on-time delivery performance over the past

year is shown. A section for documenting the root cause analysis for missed shipments is included,

as well as a section for an improvement plan to address the causes of the missed shipments.

Quality - a detailed review of the vendor's quality performance, categorized by defect type,

classification, and severity is included, as well as the vendor's QMS audit results. Defect root

cause analysis and improvement plan sections are included to document quality issues and how

they are to be addressed.

Cost - the cost performance of the vendor, based on the competitiveness of its quotations, is

documented.

It should be highlighted here that vendor rationalization and engagement is part of the larger

Vendor Management and Sustainability initiative (discussed in Section 3.3), which includes the

establishment of vendor risk monitoring and vendor improvement and support functions. The VEP

ties into the larger Vendor Management and Support initiative by being the tool that unifies the

efforts of those functions, LFB business leaders, and the vendor in understanding the mutual

expectations, and progress toward those expectations, of LF Beauty and the vendor.

6.2.2 Implementation

The VEP was piloted with a single strategic vendor, both as a demonstration of the new

engagement process and to receive feedback from the vendor on the information contained in the

package. The VEP was used to facilitate discussion between the Bags product category leader and

Vice President of Vendor Compliance & Sustainability at LF Beauty, and the owner and

management team from the strategic vendor. The feedback from the LF Beauty team indicated

that the VEP helped in conveying the new vendor engagement process and led to a more productive

discussion with the vendor. Having all of the performance data on hand and organized aided the

LF Beauty team in preparing for the meeting, which resulted in them being better able to manage

the discussion during the meeting.
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Of great interest to the vendor was the benchmarking information contained in the VEP. The

vendor responded enthusiastically to wanting to improve their performance and be one of the

highest-rated vendors. The reason this information is so valuable to the vendor is that it provides

an objective reference for how well the vendor is competing. It indicates the areas where they are

performing well and areas where they are not, as measured by the performance of peer vendors.

The vendor therefore has the valuable knowledge of knowing where they should be focusing their

improvement efforts.

An additional VEP was created for another strategic vendor, but was not implemented due to time

constraints.

6.3 Future Work: Vendor Engagement Package

Future work on the vendor engagement package includes four areas of work:

. Automate the creation of VEPs - at the present time, creating VEPs is manually-intensive

and time-consuming. Once VEPs begin to be used beyond a trial basis and more broadly

across the vendor base, it will no longer be feasible to create them manually on an as-

needed basis. The IT infrastructure needs to be developed to automate the extraction and

manipulation of data from the central database to fit the template of the VEP.

2. Establish vendor support module in the central database - documenting root cause

analyses and improvement plans is not currently being performed. Once the vendor

support functions are established as an outcome of the Vendor Management and

Sustainability initiative, someone will have responsibility for doing this. It is

recommended that a new module be created in the central database to document this

information, since it is an integral part of the VEP. Creating a module in the central

database will standardize the documentation process and allow the information to be

seamlessly imported into the VEP once data extraction and manipulation capabilities

discussed in the previous point are added.

3. Continue to gainfeedbackfrom users - as of this writing, two vendor engagement packages

have been created, only one of which has been partially implemented. It is necessary to

continue to gain feedback both from LF Beauty users and vendors to ensure that all relevant

information that is of interest to all parties is contained in the VEP, and that it is displayed

in an easily accessible and readable format.
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4. Define who is responsible for creating and updating the VEPs - during the course of this

research, the author was responsible for creating and updating the two VEPs that were

developed for pilot implementation. This is additional work that needs to be assigned to

someone within LF Beauty. Since it is the product category leader who leads the vendor

engagement process, the logical person who should be responsible for ensuring that the

VEPs are updated is the product category leader.
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7 Case Study of Selected Vendors

This section is intended to validate from an observational perspective how effective the

rationalization process was in selecting the vendors for the various classifications. It is an attempt

to give more depth and credibility to the current work, as the theory and tools developed around

that theory that drive the evaluation and selection methodologies are tested through real-world

cases. The expectation would be that there would be obvious qualitative differences between the

vendor classifications that would be noticeable when touring the vendor's facility and speaking

with the management team. If expectations are not met, for example if a vendor classified as

preferred has one of the most impressive operations, then it would be beneficial to investigate why

the selection process failed to classify the vendor as strategic, and make improvements on the

methodology. Another reason for including this section is to provide a picture of on-the-ground

conditions at vendor sites and appreciate the challenges and opportunities they face, as well as to

understand where LF Beauty can provide support in the partnership.

It should be noted that, due to time constraints allowing for only a few on-site visits during the

conclusion of the current work, this section contains just a small sample of three vendors, which

is not enough to draw generalizable conclusions. However, validating the rationalization and

selection process is something that should be done, and this section provides examples of the kind

of observations and conclusions that the LF Beauty team should be making.

7.1 Qualified Vendor - 'Factory A'

'Factory A', located in Heshan, opened in 1967 and is under second-generation management, with

the son of the original factory owner who now manages the factory having spent a significant

portion of his life in Canada. The author was also hosted by a customer liaison who had worked

at the factory for about twenty years, and he spoke at length about the difficulties the factory had

been having over the past ten years. About fifteen years ago, the factory employed 2,000 workers,

compared to the 200 who work there today. The factory has over the preceding decade shifted its

focus to lower volume, higher quality luggage brands. The cost of labor has been increasing

dramatically, especially over the last decade, which has made it less economical to employ large

amounts of labor on high-volume, low quality goods where margins tend to be less. Labor shortage

is also an issue because younger workers tend to seek service-orient careers outside of factories.

Therefore, the strategy of shifting to lower-volume, but higher-margin goods seems logical.
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The basic idea of remaining competitive by focusing on higher quality goods that require fewer

workers to make reveals the mentality that competitiveness is exclusively a cost-cutting exercise.

Asking the factory owner about what measures he is taking to remain competitive reinforced the

impression that competitiveness is seen as being achieved only by cost-cutting. The owner also

mentioned that he believed he would have to relocate his factory to a lower wage country like

Indonesia if he wanted to remain in business for the long term.

A tour of the factory showed that indeed there is great untapped potential in operating the factory

more efficiently to remain competitive. As an example, in the material receiving dock, the

customer liaison described how all incoming material is inspected, and that one of the main reasons

why they may miss a customer delivery is because incoming raw material is defective. Typically,

customers are unwilling to accommodate a later deadline, so the factory usually incurs a penalty

for late shipments, either monetarily or in terms of customer goodwill. Asking what type of follow-

up action the factory took to ensure that future shipments from the supplier would not be defective

revealed that the problem is not addressed systemically, but rather reactively and superficially,

which all but ensures that supplier problems will continue to be seen at the levels they are. A

second notable observation was in the raw material warehouse, where material was stacked

haphazardly on pallets with no apparent order. Much of the material appeared to be gathering dust

and dirt and could have been mistaken for left over or scrap material. It does not require a capital

investment to store material neatly and cleanly. Many of the defects found by quality inspectors

are attributed to dirt or scratch marks. Something as simple as cleaning up and organizing the raw

material warehouse would help reduce defects and reduce the amount of time wasted searching for

material. Another observation related to quality was noted when walking one of the production

lines. The question of what the process was for tracking and identifying the root-cause of defects

was asked, and it was responded to with the statement that 'human errors are unavoidable'. It was

apparent then that the factory did not systematically track defects and seek improvements to reduce

or eliminate the future occurrence of those defects.

There were a number of observations other than the three described above that reveal that there

lacks a culture of continuous improvement. Contrary to the pervading thought at the factory that

competitiveness means taking superficial cost-cutting measures, the true bedrock of

competitiveness is having a culture of continuous improvement. Having pointed out this
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deficiency, though, the management team has over the years been very cooperative with LF

Beauty, and it was obvious that improving their factory operations was not a matter of willingness,

but rather a matter of knowledge and resources.

When the management team was asked what LF Beauty could do to be a better partner to do

business with, demand forecasts were described as an area for improvement. LF Beauty places

orders on what appears to the factory to be on an ad hoc basis, which makes it particularly difficult

to purchase materials economically, since many of the material orders are below the minimum

order quantity. The factory then has to purchase more material than is required by LF Beauty's

order, and the remainder goes to waste unless used by another customer order. In addition, lack

of demand forecasting gives the factory less time to respond to LF Beauty's orders, which in some

cases can result in delayed shipments. By providing the factory with more insight into future

orders, cost reductions and on-time delivery improvements could be realized through more

economical material ordering and better production scheduling. It was noted in Section 5.4 that

LF Beauty should develop more detailed customer demand projections; doing so will not only

allow LF Beauty to better understand the capacity and capability mix that it needs in its vendor

base, but it will also allow LF Beauty to be able to provide demand projections over a longer time

horizon to its vendors.

In terms of validating the selection of this particular vendor, it has been appropriately placed as a

qualified vendor. It provides a niche product for LF Beauty - hard-shell luggage - that none of

the other factories in the base are able to provide. They remain in the factory base not because of

performance, but because of unique capabilities. From an observational perspective, the balanced

scorecard seems to have accurately captured the performance of the vendor, whose overall score

and quality score ranked in the bottom third of bags factories. Additionally, its compliance rating

of C was in accordance with observations.

7.2 Strategic Vendor - 'Factory B'

'Factory B', located in Shenzhen, has a 20-year history with one of the beauty businesses that was

acquired by Li & Fung a number of years ago that today is a part of what makes up LF Beauty.

The factory employed around 2,000 workers a decade ago, but now has just 400, which is similar

to the circumstances of 'Factory A'. The shrinking of the factory's employee base is evidenced

by the fact that of the three buildings comprising the factory complex, all of which at one point in
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time were used for production, two are leased to other business and just one is used for production.

As with other many other factories located in southeast China, management is having difficulties

attracting younger workers to the factory, because they would rather have 'desk jobs' in services

industries. The factory, which specializes in commercial bags of the type that make up the bulk

of the Bag's product category orders, is a family run business and is in the process of being handed

over to the second generation of management.

One of the challenges the factory faces is that customer quality and testing requirements are

becoming more stringent while cost requirements are decreasing, that is customers are expecting

lower prices. When asked about how the factory attempts to be more cost-competitive, the answer

was that two of the three buildings making up the factory complex are being leased, workers are

not being replaced once they leave the factory, and that departments are being consolidated. There

was no mention of looking within the four walls of the factory in terms of process improvements

to enhance cost-competitiveness. When the factory manager was asked about his familiarity with

the concepts of Lean Manufacturing and other continuous improvement methodologies, he said he

had not heard of them. The answer to this question is revealing because it indicates that a culture

of continuous improvement, whether called 'Lean' or by some other name, does not exist at the

factory. A deeply embedded culture of continuous improvement is the surest way for a factory -

or any other enterprise for that matter - to be competitive.

While the factory manager looked externally at all the factors putting downward pressure on his

selling price, he did not see all the improvement opportunity internally to outpace this pressure

while at the same time improving lead time and increasing quality. An example of this

improvement potential is that the factory currently does not have a quality management system.

There is no systematic tracking of defects and identification of their root cause for corrective

action. Another example is the application of automation. One area of the factory taking up a

large portion of the production floor was the silk screen area where company logos and brand

names are written onto the product. Long tables were laid out to accommodate this work, taking

up at least 10,000 square feet of space. Three workers were required to lay the material out on

these tables onto the exact location they needed to be in for another worker to come by with the

silk screen template and paint the image onto the product. Automated solutions exist for this kind

of work that would have a number of benefits, including reducing headcount (which in an
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environment of wage inflation is particularly beneficial), reducing the amount of floor space

occupied by this process, and reducing the exposure of workers to toxic chemicals, the smell of

which was very noticeable. When asked about automation, the factory manager indicated that

handbags are too difficult of an item to introduce automation to because of the softness of the

fabric. While this may be true for the time being, there still exist opportunities - like the silk screen

example - to automate certain processes.

The selection of this factory as a strategic factory is appropriate from the viewpoint of capacity

and technological capabilities. The factory is able to produce a high volume of the type of bags

that make up the majority of the Bags product category orders. The factory also has unique

technological capabilities like a laser cutting machine and silk screening area that allow it to

produce a wider variety of bags than peer factories. The long business history that the factory has

with LF Beauty - dating back 20 years with one of the companies that now comprise LF Beauty -

makes a strong case for their familiarity both with the personnel at LF Beauty as well as the type

of products and customers they serve. Additionally, the factory management is open and willing

to engage with LF Beauty at a deeper level to improve their factory operations. This willingness

is an essential element in any strategic partnership.

7.3 Strategic Vendor - 'Factory C'

'Factory C', also located in Shenzhen, has multiple years of history working with LF Beauty and

in many ways has already been a strategic vendor for the Bags product category before it was

selected as such through the rationalization process. Even during the vendor engagement

assessment, the proficiency and professionalism of the management team was evident by the depth

of their discussions with LF Beauty, especially in terms of their vision for remaining competitive

in the future. The management team clearly understood the challenges they face and the industry

and technological trends that they must adapt to. They discussed innovative automation strategies

and developing rapid prototyping capabilities to produce customer samples faster, among other

forward-thinking ideas. Unlike some of the other management teams facing a similar tough,

competitive environment, the team from 'Factory C' portrayed an attitude of having the knowledge

and power to remain successful.

The factory production floor was equally impressive. It was the only factory visit in which it was

clear that Lean Manufacturing principles had been systematically deployed. Sewing machines
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were placed in sequence of the operation required to make the bag to reduce material movement,

work-in-progress at each of the sewing machines was dramatically reduced compared to the piles

of partially finished goods seen at work stations in other factories, visual management tools were

used to help coordinate production, and the overall cleanliness and tidiness of the factory was

exceptional. One particularly notable observation was the way in which goods ready for final

inspection, which were produced on the building's second floor, were delivered to the final

inspection area, which was on the first floor. Instead of carrying boxes of goods downstairs, an

opening in the floor had been cut, which had a chute attached to it that ended in a large padded

tote downstairs. Workers simply put the completed bag in the chute, which slid downstairs to the

inspectors on the first floor. This example shows the innovative and continuous improvement

oriented culture that has made this factory such a clear standout from its peers.

After speaking with the management team and observing the factory in operation, clearly the

selection of this vendor as a strategic vendor is a good choice. The factory had even recently

opened a second production facility to be able to take on more orders, many of which were

expected to come from LF Beauty. Moving forward, this should be the vendor that LF Beauty

models its other strategic vendor relationships after. It is also the vendor that LF Beauty should

refine its vendor engagement package with, to better understand from the perspective of the vendor

where improvements can be made, both in terms of what content is included in the package as well

as how that information is conveyed.

7.4 Conclusions from Case Studies

What stood out the most during the vendor visits was just how much the increase in worker wages

in coastal China spoken about at some length in Section 2.2 is driving management's perception

of their competitiveness, and how much opportunity for enhancing operational efficiency remains

unexploited. Speculative but plausible explanations for why this is the case are: 1) the industry in

which these vendors compete employs low skill labor for the manufacture of simple, but manually-

intensive products. In such an industry, it is difficult to attract talent that has expertise in

implementing Lean production systems; in addition, the high worker turnover rate makes it more

challenging for a culture of continuous improvement to take hold and be sustained. 2) historically,

China's competitive advantage has been its large pool of low wage labor, so vendors have not had

to learn how to compete through productivity and efficiency gains. Rather than training workers
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to be more productive, it was easier and likely more cost effective simply to hire more workers.

Now that the low wage competitive advantage has diminished, hiring more workers is not a

solution and many industries in China - certainly the garment and apparel industry - are playing

catch up and having to quickly learn modern production management techniques and philosophies

that have been practiced in developed countries for decades. An added difficulty for adopting

these techniques and philosophies is that they rest on developing workers to be able to see and

implement incremental improvements to their daily work. Such a mindset that encourages a

certain degree of autonomy and innovative thinking in workers is in many respects at odds with

how production is managed in Chinese factories. However, the fact that there is so much

opportunity for improving operational efficiency should be viewed as a favorable point, in that the

generally negative outlook on remaining competitive that some of the vendors described can be

addressed. LF Beauty has a great deal of expertise and knowledge not only within the operating

unit but within the company at large that can be leveraged to support those vendors that want to

improve and become a stronger performer and stronger partner with LF Beauty.

In regard to validating the ability of the Balanced Scorecard to provide an accurate reflection of

the vendor's perfonnance, a longer performance history is needed and more vendor visits must be

conducted. With a sample of just three vendors and a performance history only going back one

quarter because of a revision in the way on-time delivery data is collected, there is not yet enough

information to accurately assess the validity, but with the work done so far, there were no instances

in which observations at the vendor were noticeably different than what one would expect based

on the Balanced Scorecard. Moving forward, as the Balanced Scorecard becomes a more robust

tool and as the data feeding into it becomes more accurate, an exciting possibility would be to use

the scorecard to identify correlations between high-performing vendors and the actions they are

taking in their factories to achieve those results. LF Beauty could select, say, its top ten highest

performing vendors and conduct interviews with the management teams and make on-site

observations to try to understand exactly what they are doing differently than other vendors that

makes them so successful. Such understanding is highly valuable and serves to strengthen LF

Beauty's manufacturing expertise, which it can share with other vendors in the network to spread

best practices to improve the network as a whole. Another benefit of the Balanced Scorecard as

part of the Vendor Engagement Package is that it gives vendors a clear and transparent

understanding of how their performance is being measured and whether or not they are performing
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to expectations. It gives them clear feedback on where they should be focusing improvement

efforts. It also provides greater assurance about their standing with LF Beauty and how much

business they can reasonably expect to be awarded in the future. Uncertainty about future business

with LF Beauty was described during the case studies as a pain point for some vendors, since

effective resource planning and raw materials purchases require having some insight into future

business.

Finally, as a general recommendation, LF Beauty should be systematically collecting and

synthesizing observations from on-the-ground conditions at vendors to be discussed periodically

as a way to gain a more insightful picture of challenges and opportunities faced by vendors. Even

after only a small sample of visits, the author realized how much valuable information can be

gained through on-site visits. This is not to imply that some of this information is not today being

collected or used to make better decisions, but it is to say that there is not a formal, process-oriented

approach to gaining these valuable insights. It could be suggested that on a monthly or quarterly

basis, the heads of each of the functional departments (quality engineering, product engineering,

compliance, etc.) synthesize relevant information of what their teams are observing at vendor sites,

and use this information to identify emerging trends. Such information not only helps LF Beauty

make necessary changes in its sourcing strategy, but also makes LF Beauty a better partner to its

vendors by being able to share information that helps them compete in a rapidly changing

competitive environment.
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8 Conclusion

The preceding work has been an attempt to address two high-level goals that are of strategic

importance to Li & Fung - transforming vendor relationships into ones of greater support, where,

as William Fung stated, "we will treat our vendors as customers," and implementing strategies for

better supply chain management using data analytics. Being at the center of a massive network

that connects hundreds of brands with thousands of suppliers, Li & Fung is in a unique position to

be able to deliver on these goals. Indeed, it is imperative that the company do so, given that the it

is only as strong as its vendor base, which is currently facing a difficult competitive environment

with ever-increasing performance expectations.

This work was undertaken in the context of Li & Fung being in the initial stages of pursuing these

two goals. There is therefore a great deal of organizational learning that took place throughout

this work that the author believes will help it better understand, among other things, what processes

and information technology resources will be needed to advance the company toward its longer

term vision of putting the data it generates as a leading global supply chain management company

at the center of its value proposition to customers and vendors; what internal organizational

challenges will need to be overcome and what skillsets will need to be employed to achieve this;

and what other opportunities exist to innovate that may not yet have been considered. This work,

therefore, should be viewed as an experimentation in what is achievable in supporting the two

high-level goals with the data as it is today, rather than an ideal solution. While there are still gaps

in the rationalization and engagement methodologies presented, these solutions for selecting the

right vendors to form longer-term, more collaborative relationships with and a means by which to

manage those relationships over time, has moved Li & Fung further down the path of achieving

its goals.
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11 Appendix B: Vendor Engagement Package Example

LF BEAUTY.

Vendor
Engagement
Package - PILOT
(factory name omitted for confidentiality)

Reporting Period: July 2014 - Juie 2015
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Factory Profile and Capabilities

Customer-Approved Factory

* Burbeirv

* Cath Kidston

* Chanel

" Dior

* Estee Lauder

* L'Oreal

* LVMH

* Natura

* Sephora

Production Capacity

* 6 Production Lines

~ - 10 Workers/line

Ianufacturing Expertise

O Fashion Bags

M Cosmetic Bags

D Travel Bags

E Sport Bags

0 Hardcell Cosmetic Bags

E] Wallets

* Trolley

* Backpack

I Heat-sealing Bag

In-House Technical Capabilities

[E Gluing Section

" Painting Section

" Laser Cutting Machine

" Drying Room

NE~DLFR 4(NGA, EMENT rACJ5AG & L

In-House Testing Capabilities

E Vibration

X Handles-Strength Pull Test

X Barcode Scan Test

" Tape Test

" Salt-Spray

" Colorfastness to Ciocking

" High Low Temperature

2 Metal Detection

Equipment List

* 30 Computer Sewing Machimes

* Back-up Power Supply

Customer List

* MGNY

* Wu Design
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Performance Benchmarking

Overall Performance

* Overall Score: 48.81%,' (D) -ranks better than 38.70% of 32 bags factories

Overall Performance

100.00 -

90.00%1

80.00*

0.000o

60.00%c
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40.000:
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20.004 2

10.-OC :

0.00: 0
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Overall Score

Compliance Performance

. Compliance Score: 35.00% (C)

Compliance Perfromance

I

B C

Audit Ratuig

0
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D
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On-Time Delivery Performance

On-Time Delivery Score: 31.210% (D) - ranks better than 45.10% of 32 bags factories

On-Time Delivery Performance

90.00%

80.00%

.5 '0.00%

S60.00~

3 )0.004

8 40.00:
*31.21C 45.0* 

30.00%"o

20.00% 1
10.000:

000 *
" 'o 200 c 300 0 4

0
" o 500 o 60" IS O 9,' " 1000 C

On-Time Delivery Score

Quality Performance

* Quality Score: 91.820o (D) - ranks better than 38.70% o of 32 bags factories

. Defect Rate: 7.24% (D) -ranks better than 51.60% of 32 bags factories

. 1" Inspection Pass Rate: 90.87% (D) - ranks better than 35.400. of 32 bags factories

Quality Performance

100.000
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0 00 .
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Quality Score
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Defect Rate Performance
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Cost Performance

0 Cost Score: 36.05%0 (B'l - ranks better than 80.600 o of 32 bags factories

Cost Performance

i(1'.00 
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80.00-

70.000
60.00'
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Cost Score
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Compliance: C

Detailed Compliance Results
A&t Dam 6 S.20.5 !0 3% 2014 S 6'2014
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Compliance Findings Root Cause Analysis

0 [Use this section to identifr the toot cause of the issues]

VENDOF ENGAGEMENT CACK AGE - PILOT
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Compliance Findings Iniprovemnent Plan

Luse this secuon to detal what actions wil be taken to address root causes]

n/1
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On-Time Delivery: D

Detailed On-Time Delivery Results

Monthly On-Time Delivery Results

60.00' o

50.001

30.0QQJ C

20.000-

.1Jl-14 A~ig-14 Sep-14 Uct-14 N(-- 14 Dec-14 I .-, Fe -- '- ApI-i M Iar- I I 
jn-:

12 Month Avg. 3 Month Avg

Shipments Delivered On-Time Scheduled Shipments Monthly OTD

Jul-14 71852%

Aug-14 20 40 50.0000

Sep-14 23 46 50.00%

Oct-14 26 59 44.07%

Nov-14 63 147 42.8600

Dec-14 13 59 22.030o

Jan-15 21 110 19.0900

Feb-15 14 76 18.420o

Ma-15 6 26 23.080%

Apr-13 29 95 30.53%

May-15 28 98 28.57%0v

Jun-15 12 50 24.00%

Past 12 Month _ _ _04I ___ 4 1
Past 3 _Month,. '43 'S 4C(Y
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Scheduled Ship Qty Scheduled FOB Amount (S)

Jul-14 532,672 $ 661,343.04

Aug-14 447,-755 S 418,870.63

Sep-14 416,510 $ 444,289-94

Oct-14 673,399 $ 642,598-55

Nov-14 663,669 $ 1,995,948.41

Dec-14 412,578 S 791,977.09

jan-15 214,217 $ 451,324.03

Feb-15 531,948 $ 642,577.09

Mar-15 302,220 $ 292,150.44

Apr-15 526,553 $ 897,613.20

May-15 924,781 $ 1,305,725.86

Jun-15 560,700 7 30,781.06

P s.t 2.-ilil37 5 .. 4 1 2
Pas: 3 -month, 2.12,03j3 3. 34j'212

Missed Deliveries Root Cause Analysis

[Use this section to identify the root cause of why shilpments were late]

On-Time Delivery Imiprovement Plan

* [Use this section to detail what actions will be taken to address root causes]

VENDP ENGAGEMENT FACKACE - 1 LOT
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Quality: D

Detailed Quality Results

. " Pass Inspection Rate: 90.870

. Defect Rate: 7.24%

. Total Inspections: 615

Defects by Type

Defects by Type

~~~N~ -$~ tC$c t --~ -' -> - --

Defec"TypeCo-' Deec Typ Coun

'CC

Defect Type Count Defect Type Count

Untrimmed thread end 2,498 Mottle mark on fabric and lining 150

Dirt mark / Other cleanmig issue 1,598 Yarn run 144

Scratch mark 987 Crack/damage/chip 120

Glue residue / glue mark / over glue 830 Deformation 73

Wrnkle/ puckerng/pleat 695 Color variation 214

Others 597 Air bubble 62

Uneven shape/different shape 585 Stain/oil mark 61

Non-functional parts / Zipper runnng not 54
k548 smooth

Skipped/Dropped/Broken seam 504 Poor quality of embroidery 49

Poor printing 437 Poor electro-plating 42

Seam crooked 394 Exposed blind stitches 42

Others - material Issue 239 Poor lamination 41

Slant 262 Dent mark 31

Stitching open seam 246 Foreign substance 21

4J
42J
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Poor /wrong assembly 163 Cut mark 15

Excessive stitches 160

Total 11,912

Defects by Classification

Defects by Classification

I
N- ~

N

I U U

V.

N

Defect Classification Count

Aesthetic Issue 5,046

Cleanlig Issue 2,510

Workmanship Issue 1,309

Material Issue 745

Other Issue 597

Pinnting Issue 437

Color Issue 214

Functional Issue 54

Total 11,912

"ENDOF ENGAGEMENT AC>AGE - PILOT
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Defects by Severity

Defects by Severity

43

m Cntical Defects , Major Defects

34S8,

NU, imo Defects

Defect Severity Count

Critical Defects 43

2M, a jor Defects 3,488

Minor Defects 8,381

Total 11,912

Quality Findings Root Cause Analysis

* [Use this section to identifr the root causes of quality findings]

Quality Improvement Plan

* [Use this section to detail what actions will be taken to address root causes]
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Quality Managenment System Audit Results
Aud-,r Dt L 32015 10 2014 S S0 Z+

C. L Fadz: 1 1

M.ao Fmd.ugs 4 5 a
Audsci S,30, N .A 3402'.

CAUCl1

=PmcoE& lMbae. na=Vth

Majw Foduct ens = euteed idtm-%al not c ka: throughoal the opt~ation

No f A r e..: tro: ple,

Pol m oi d.,tdibued to Zl emplowe: ad vrmlAaie on :=e

No pzoduct M-CaLU pCL ad rtcosd:

No cowremr actiom p"a ext = cL-.t the :upp.7 wkuch ca't met nquimemeor

A =o d mt as pannal plawes irppu ! marled and -,ecoided

F . t md=e nzpfemov.ne mmodlued pzwr to djLav pz dmvuo :m

C dox :ndud: mud mtmez &pprovtd ane boud: ezr n z.J:t fr the fianng mp oer:

Fa akggFarked mmozi plued on the flowr

,-p .rt not - bghentd = oikig mea espeal - Pacxn Mel

CoN

QMS Findings Root Cause Analysis

[ [Use this section to identify the root causes of the QMS Audit findings]

QTMS Improvement Plan

* [Use this section to detail what actions will be taken to address root causes]

F -E!.ENT I E L T
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Cost: B

Detailed Cost Results

* [Future section providing relevant information from quotations usig LFB costing template]
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Financial Information

Li & Fung Payment Record and Reason for Delay

Days After Number of Amount (HKD) 0 Of Reason for Delay
Due Invoices Invoices

0-6 105 $ 8,143,000.00 20.2 o Late Invoice Subussion

7-13 69 S 7,815,000.00 19.4% Late Approval

14-22 42 $ 4,833,000.00 12.00 Late Approval/Late Invoice Subnussion

23-30 35 $ 7,363,000.00 18.3% Late Approval/Late Invoice Submission

31-38 33 $ 2,682,000.00 6.7% Late Invoice Submission

Over 3S 80 S 9,469,000.00 23.5%0, Late Invoice Submission

Total 364 S 40,305,000.00

Business Volume by Client - 2014 and 2015 YTD

Customer Group 2014 (USD) 2015 YTD (USD) Total

A S 1,818,233 $ 1,364,402 S 3,182,635

B S 950,743 $ 1,055,566 $ 2,006,309

C S 1,806,347 $ 9,813 $ 1,816,160

D $ 1,248,622 3 484,184 $ 1,732,806

E S 1,033,487 $ 516,632 5 1,550,119

F S 557,825 $ 769,412 $ 1,327,231

G S 1,028,665 $ 58,206 $ 1,086,871

H S 317.893 S 305,912 $ 623,805

S 380,363 $ 194,567 $ 574,930

- 259,883 $ 259,883

K S 216,899 - 2 16,899

L S 142,719 -- $ 142,719

M S 24,300 72,930 $ 97,230

N S 91,350 -- $ 91,350

0 $ 44,944 $ 45,437 $ 90,381

P S 24,615 - 24,615

Q S 9,507 - 5 9,507

R S 3,822 -- $ 3,812

S -- $ 3,000 $ 3,000

T S 2,752 -- $ 2,7S

Total $ 9,703,086 $ 5,139,944 $ 14,843,030

VENbO ENGA&EMET FAAG r - L f
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Customer Claims - 2015 XTD

Customer Date Reason Amount (USD)

A Quality Issue $ 157.44

B Quaht Issue 64-44

C Quality Issue S 458.44

Total S 680-32

44
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Appendix: How to Read the LF Beauty Factory
Balanced Scorecard

The Li & Fung Beauty Factory Balanced Scorecard is used to measure the performance of factories withn the LF Beauty
network oct four components: Compliance, On-Time Deliverv. Quality, and Cost. The following document details: factory
threshold requirements; how the overall factory score is calculated; how each of the four component scores are measured;
and how factory rankings are determined. An example scoring and completed scorecard is provided to give further clarity.

Threshold Requirements

A factory must fulfill the following threshold requirements in order to be considered for inclusion n the LF Beauty
network:

e ISO 9001 Certification

* Complete in-house production capacity
* In-house lab testing capabilty
* Use the LF Beauty cost template to provide cost breakdown

Overall Factory Score

The overall factory score is calculated by weighting the four performance components as shown mi the figure below:

Overall Factory Score

701 1_25% 35%

Component Scores

_ient scores are measured as show in the table below:

COMPONENT

Compliance

-I-I
A = 100%-100%

B 75%

- 35%
- 20%
= 0%

If the factory ear ns a 'B' on Its compliance audit, it will earn a Compliance
f te f r eScore of 75%

if the factory ships 49 of Its 50 deliveries during the reporting period on or
On-Time Delivery Numbe of orders shipped on or before the sheduled ship delvered on-time before the scheduled ship date, it will earn an On-TIme Delivery score of

date (49/SO) z 98%
1st inspection Pass Rate pass rate x 0.S if the factory has a 90% first inspection pass rate, and has a defect rate of

Defect Rate (1 - defect rate) x 0.5 6%, then the Quality Score Is (90% x 0.5) + [(1-94%) x 0.5) = 92%
margin z (sale value to customer - factory cost)/(sale value to customer)

charge back rate = (charge backs)/(sale value to customer)
net margin = margin -charge back rate

if the price paid to the factory for an order (factory cost) is $100, and the
price LF Beauty sells to the customer (sale value to customer) Is $120, then

net margin/best net the margin is ($120 - $100)/($120) = 16.67%
Cost Net margin normalized by product group margin in product

group In the same reporting period, the factory also had a total charge back value
of $S, so the charge back rate Is ($5)/($120) = 4.17%

Net margin is (16,67% - 4.17%) = 12.50%

if the best net margin In the product group is 17.00%, then the factory has a
Cost Score of (12.50%/17.00%) = 73.53%

LF Beauty's factory compilance audit

ENr11y9R ENGAGEMENT <AC'AGE - iL6T
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Factory Rankings

Factory rankings are determined for each of the four component scores well as for the overall score, giving a total of five

factory rankigs. Rankings are determined by sorting the factory scores from highest to lowest, and then assiging the

rank according to where in the distribution of scores the factory falls. The rank distribution is shown in the table below:

A Top 5% 5%

B Top 20% - 5% 15%

C To 40% - 20% 20%
D Bottom 60% 60%

Example Scoring for Factory ABC

T 11 a for Factorv ABC are fictitious and for illustrative purposes only:

COMPONE
(rm pILance Factory ABC received an A on its LFB factory compliance audit

On-Time Delivery Factory ABC shipped 22 out of 27 shipments before the scheduled ship date during the reporting period

Quality Factory ABC had a 95% first inspection pass rate and a defect rate of 3% during the reporting period

Factory ABC had an average margin of 23% and a charge back rate of 6% during the reporting period.

Cost The highest net margin among the factories with Factory ABC's prodcut group was 20%

Based on the performance of Factory ABC during the reporting penod, its component scores are calculated as follows:

Compliance Compliance audit score of A 100%

On-Time Delivery 22/27 = 81.48% 81.48%

Quality (95% x 0.5) + (97% x 0.5) = 96.00% 96.00%

Cost (23% - 6%)/20% = 85.00% 85.00%

Based on the component scores of Factor-,

I-
IColmliane-U I

ABC, its overall score is calculated as follo-

O OVERALL SCORE

100.00% x_ J

On-Time Delivery 81.48% x 20% = 16.30% 16.30%

Quality 96.00% x 25% = 24.00% 24.00%

Cost 85.00% x 35% 29.75%

OVERALL SCORE 90.05%

irall score of Factory ABC, its rankings are determied as follows:

SCORE CATEGORY SCORE

LL npbn 12299% of factories A

On-Time Delivery 81.48% 72% of factories C

Quality 96,00% 88% of factories B

Cost 85.00% 96% of factories A

Overall 90.05% 93% of factories B

IDCW EN(A~C;EMENT PA(J\ A(:;E - ILOT
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